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Abstract
Sustainable social transformations are complex and require new governance tools and forms
of cooperation to achieve fundamental societal change. This research aimed to offer insights
on how transformations can be facilitated through effective management by governmental
actors. With the introduction of the European Green Deal, the EU outlined their vision of
transforming to a sustainable and just society through the transition of key economic sectors.
However, the current EU policies to address sustainability and justice issues related to
economic activities are not effective. To examine how European policies targetting market
actors could become more successful, theory testing at two stages was performed. First, the
UK was selected as a case study to test which factors are present in their initiatives which are
recognised to be the most effective governmental approach to CSR. The success factors
identified by Aaronson (2003) on the effective role of governments in promoting global CSR
were applied to the UK case. This research shows that 1) a clear definition of CSR; 2) one
agency in charge of the initiative; 3) (dis)incentives for participation and compliance; 4)
benchmarking governmental progress and responsible behaviour; 5) regular assessment of
corporate progress and the effectiveness of the initiative; and the additional factors 6) public
information disclosure and 7) continuous interaction between actors, are the success factors
for the UK. Second, these factors were applied to the EU case study to offer an explanation
for their failing policies, which led to the conclusion that the EU strategies perform well on factor
1 and 6 and relatively poor on the other factors. For the EU to improve the effective
management of social transitions, more attention should be paid to the other factors.
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1. Introduction
1.1 European Green Deal as a sustainable and just transformation
Considering the environmental problems our contemporary society is facing and the debates
on sustainable development that includes the creation of a more just and equitable society,
there is the widely felt need to achieve structural change of key sectors and institutions (Geels,
2011; Meadowcroft, 2009; Pianta & Lucchese, 2020). This thesis will focus on one such
transformation, namely the European Green Deal (EGD) as a strategy for environmental
sustainability and the creation of a more just world. More specifically, attention will be given to
policies and strategies as well as the role of governmental and corporate actors in taking
responsibility and tackling negative impacts of a sustainable transition in a particular value
chain.
The European Union (EU) is an actor taking the lead in creating a sustainable and just
transformation. In December 2019, the European Commission (EC) presented the European
Green Deal (EGD), a strategy to make the EU climate neutral by 2050 as environmental
degradation and climate change continues to influence the EU’s environmental conditions, its
economy and the livelihoods of its citizens. Therefore, the EU is aiming at achieving a
sustainable social transition of its key economic sectors (European Commission [EC], 2019a).
When introducing this strategy, the European Commission established an ambition for the
future of the EU. In the upcoming years this ambition of the Commission has to be translated
into policies by the European Parliament (EP), the European Council and the European
Commission (EC, 2020a).
Since the introduction of the new environmental strategy of the EU, papers have been written
about its effectiveness and consequences. According to some the EGD is a highly ambitious
plan (A Geopolitical Commission, 2020; Haines & Scheelbeek, 2020; Kemfert, 2019). In
comparison with the environmental policies produced in previous years and the lack of true
commitment to environmental goals, the EGD can be seen as a paradigm shift (Jordan &
Adelle, 2013). For others, the EGD is not as renewing as it claims to be. The strong focus on
the economy is seen as a sign of path dependency (A Geopolitical Commission, 2020). The
EU came into existence as an economic cooperation initiative and an institute to improve
political relationships between its members. Since economic goals are the basis of the treaty
of the EU as a political unit, as a consequence of political and legal reasons the environmental
policies of the EU always need to be linked to shared economic goals in order for the EU to
enforce environmental policies upon its member states (Knill & Liefferink, 2013). In the view of
some scholars, the economic value attached to environmental goals shows that the EGD is
just another step in the slow development of EU environmental and climate policy rather than
an innovative strategy prioritizing the environment over the economy or a new strategy for
European integration (A Geopolitical Commission, 2020; Jordan & Adelle, 2013). Moreover,
debates are taking place on the ecological and social consequences of the EGD and whether
the proposed strategy can lead to a just transition (A Geopolitical Commission, 2020; Eckert &
Kovalevska, 2021; Pettifor, 2019; Pianta & Lucchese, 2020).
In general, the debates are focussing on the consequences of the EGD for the member states
of the EU and less on its global impact. This is understandable, since the EGD is an internal
program that will be implemented in the EU and transform its member states into climate
neutral countries. Reaching this target is already challenging. However, it cannot be denied
that through, for example, trade policies and resource use from other parts of the world, citizens
and countries outside the EU are going to be impacted by the EU’s climate goals. As the EU
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also recognises themselves, the EGD has a global impact which comes with certain
responsibilities:
“The ecological transition will reshape geopolitics […]. This will create challenges for a
number of states and societies. The EU will work with all partners to increase climate
and environmental resilience to prevent these challenges from becoming sources of
conflict, food insecurity, population displacement and forced migration, and support a
just transition globally.” (European Commission, 2019b, p. 21).
From this quote, it becomes clear that the EU is striving for both a sustainable and a just
transition for impacted citizens within and outside the EU. The EGD consists out of changes in
many different sectors, but reaching climate neutrality depends to a large extent on the
transition of the European energy sector. The proposed EU energy transition is mainly based
on renewable energy created by wind turbines and solar panels. The minerals required for the
production and maintenance of these renewable sources, as well as the storage of the
produced energy, are mainly accessible through mining (Church & Crawford, 2018; European
Commission, 2020b). In Figure 1, an overview is given of the minerals necessary to produce
these renewable energy sources and the minerals required for the storage of the produced
energy. These critical minerals are almost not available within the EU but are rather found in
Australia, China, Russia and the Latin-American countries – and to a lesser extent in African
countries (Church & Crawford, 2018; European Commission, 2020b; WorldBank, 2017). This
implies that the global impact of the EGD might be relatively large for the transition of the
energy sector in comparison with changes in other key economic sectors. Hence, the focus of
this thesis will be specifically on the energy transition of the EU and how this transition can
become globally sustainable and just.

Figure 1: Minerals required for Green Energy Technologies (Church & Crawford, 2018)

That the mining sector needed for the energy transition has a global impact is not a problem
by definition. Looking at the economic impact of the extraction sector, mining activities can
contribute to stimulating the local economy around the extraction site through the creation of
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new jobs and making use of the service of existing (small-scale) companies (Mancini & Sala,
2018; Plank, Walsh & Behrens, 2016). The extraction sector can thus contribute to local
income increase and the creation of business opportunities in other sectors. Furthermore,
mining companies often offer educational opportunities to employees and their families which
contributes to the skills development of the local population (Mancini & Sala, 2018). Another
positive impact of the extraction sector is the fact that most companies are involved in providing
or improving infrastructure for their business activities. The local population benefits from this
since infrastructure helps them to have better access to health and educational services and
can lead to the expansion of their market opportunities (Mancini & Sala, 2018; Plank, Walsh &
Behrens, 2016).
However, besides the positive impacts the energy transition of the EU can make for
communities outside of the EU, there are also many negative aspects to the extraction sector.
Mining activities might lead to increased poverty as a result of the local population losing their
traditional livelihood strategies. This might be exacerbated when the revenues the government
receives from the mineral extraction are not reinvested in the area (Mancini & Sala, 2018).
Negative environmental impacts can also occur. Water and soil pollution can endanger the
livelihoods, well-being and health of communities surrounding the mine as well as diminish the
quality of nature and biodiversity, making the extraction sector far from environmentally
sustainable (Lyra, 2019; Mancini & Sala, 2018). Lyra (2019) shows with her case study on the
Fundão mining disaster in Brazil that during times of recession, mining companies cut back on
their expenditures which leads to safety risks for the environment and the local population.
This was furthermore strengthened by the local authorities not being able to monitor the mining
company and enforce the internationally established best practices to mining sector
management. Likewise, Church and Crawford (2018) show that in countries struggling with
political instability, the extraction of minerals can become a source of (violent) conflicts and
human rights abuses. Figure 2 shows the mineral reserves required for solar panels, wind
turbines and technologies for energy storage as well as the degree of political stability of a
country. Unfortunately, many of the minerals required for the energy transition of the EU are
located in countries where the political system is fragile (Church & Crawford, 2018). This raises
concerns about their sustainable exploitation since the combination of these factors are likely
to increase compulsory labour, low wages, dangerous working conditions, negative health
impacts and discrimination or exclusion of vulnerable groups (Mancini & Sala, 2018). These
are impacts the EU should also consider when introducing a plan for the energy transition
based on renewable energy sources, especially considering the goal of the EU to create a just
and sustainable transformation for all.
In the EGD, clear ideas are presented on how to make the energy transition sustainable and
just for its own citizens by, for example, creating a Just Transition Fund (European
Commission, 2020c; European Parliament, 2020). Yet, looking at the points mentioned for
addressing the impacts of the energy transition on global actors, the EGD is rather vague by
stating that the EU will focus on using diplomatic and financial tools to create a sustainable
social transition. Nevertheless, a more concrete diplomatic action the EU strives for is: “[a]s
the world’s largest single market, the EU can set standards that apply across global value
chains.” (European Commission, 2019b, p. 22). By setting standards, the EU can influence the
behaviour of businesses and other actors supplying the EU with goods and services they
require for the transition and in this way reduce the likelihood of the previously mentioned
negative impacts to come into existence. In case of the energy transition, the EU could thus
influence the behaviour of the mining companies generating the critical minerals by
incentivising or pressing them to take responsibility for the impacts of their value chain. The
question remains whether a multi-level governance institute, like the EU, can foster chain
responsibility and what type of standards would be beneficial as a strategy for transitioning
8

sustainable and just. Currently,
industrial strategy and contains
priorities set by the EU (Pianta
critically at the EGD in order to
policies.

the EGD – and the EU in general – lack a comprehensive
weak policy tools for pressing businesses into following the
& Lucchese, 2020). This thus offers the opportunity to look
improve the current strategy and the development of actual

Figure 2: Global reserves of minerals required for green energy technologies overlaid with fragility and corruption
measures (Curch & Crawford, 2018).

1.2 Research objective
The aim of this research is to gain a better understanding of how sustainable social
transformations can be facilitated through analysing the European policies and strategies that
should support the goal of the EGD. This research will look into standards that can be created
by governmental actors in order to influence corporations into changing their behaviour and
business practices in accordance with the future perspective outlined in governmental policies.
Many different standards and strategies have been developed over the years to influence
corporate behaviour of corporations operating globally, but not all proved to be successful.
Therefore, it is important to identify factors that need to be present in a governmental strategy
that exerts pressure on corporate actors to successfully address sustainability and justice
issues in their value chains. By identifying these factors and understanding the importance of
each of them, it is possible to identify the potential of chain responsibility as a standard for just
and sustainable social transitions. It also helps to gain a deeper understanding of the tools and
strategies governmental actors can use to promote sustainability for a wide range of actors.
In the academic literature on chain responsibility standards, multiple ideas on the role
governmental actors can play in influencing market actors and what factors determine the
success of – or form barriers for – policies taking value chain impacts into account exist
(Aaronson, 2003; Chkanikova & Mont, 2015; De la Cuesta Gonzalez & Martinez, 2004; KusiSarpong, Sarkis & Wang, 2016). The United Kingdom (UK) is considered to be the most
prominent Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) actor and their governmental policies are
seen as the most successful governmental approach to foster chain responsibility.
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Furthermore, the UK developed specific standards for the extraction sector as this sector has
some different characteristics from other industries that demand for other tools and incentives
(Aaronson, 2003; Soh, King & Wang, 2014; Moon, 2004; Knudsen, 2018). Therefore, the UK
is selected as a case study to first test the factors identified in the theory and second to explore
possible additional success factors for a governmental approach towards chain responsibility.
After this step, an attempt will be made to see which of these factors are present in the
European case in order to draw conclusions on the ability of the EU to apply chain responsibility
to the EGD with the aim of achieving an energy transition that is sustainable for all.
1.3 Research questions
The main research question will thus be:
What factors played a critical role in the development of the UK’s successful chain
responsibility policies since 1997 and to what extent can these factors currently be
recognised in the European policies and institutional framework guiding the energy
transition of the EGD that lack successful standards for chain responsibility?
To be able to answer the main research question, first information on several sub themes
needed to be collected. Therefore the following sub questions were formulated:
1. How did the chain responsibility policies of the UK come into being and developed
over time?
2. What opportunities and constraints have been responsible for the effectiveness of
the UK’s chain responsibility impact initiatives?
3. Which policies and guidelines did the EU develop to foster chain responsibility for its
own companies and projects that are relevant for the energy transition?
4. Which driving factors for effective chain responsibility initiatives of the UK are present
in the European policies and guidelines on chain responsibility and can the absence of
some factors offer an explanation for the lack of success for the EU?
Answering the research questions required a document analysis of the relevant policies and
initiatives developed in the UK and the EU to look at the factors that can determine the success
of policy making for influencing corporate behaviour.
1.4 Societal relevance
In the past many private actors and NGOs have been involved in reducing the negative social
impacts of mining and making the sector more socially sustainable, but their efforts only led to
limited successes. Several scholars argue that even though private initiatives are necessary
and a welcome alternative when governments are failing, public policy still remains important
for achieving social sustainability (O’Faircheallaigh, 2009; De la Cuerta González & Martinez,
2004). Therefore, this research will focus on policy making and look into the possibilities that
the EU has to reduce the negative impacts of their energy transition strategy through fostering
chain responsibility initiatives. This is especially important since the EU’s agricultural and trade
policies of the past had many negative global impacts, but the EU did not redress them
(Pallemaerts, 2013). The same does not automatically needs to happen for the energy
transition, as long as debates are taking place on the position of the EU in the global context
and certain mechanisms are built into policy. With this research, contributions to this debate
are made by looking into the potential of chain responsibility as a strategy for policy makers to
include global impacts of mineral extraction into their policies.
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Examining the opportunities for a sustainable social transition of economic sectors offers
insights on how to improve policies targeting the extraction sector to reduce their negative
externalities. The EGD increases the demand of certain minerals and as a result of where the
minerals are located, this energy transition can increase the likelihood of more mineral conflicts
coming into existence (Church & Crawford, 2018). The mining boom in the 2000’s, for example,
led to more mineral extraction which increased mineral conflicts, with both social and
environmental effects (Tiess, 2010; Anguelovski, 2011). So far, the EGD is mainly focussed
on creating what they call “environmentally responsible projects” for the EU (European
Commission, 2020a) and on gaining and securing access to the required minerals (European
Commission, 2020b). As mentioned before, little references are made on how to make these
projects socially responsible for areas located outside of the EU. Since the EGD still has to be
translated into policy, this research might offer policy opportunities that are not the main focus
at the moment.
1.5 Scientific relevance
The foremost aim of this research is to offer insights on the effective management of
sustainable transformations by governmental actors. Sustainable transformations are difficult
to manage as a result of their complexity in comparison with many previous transformations.
First, sustainability transformations are often purposive changes in which actors address
persistent environmental and social problems in a planned and stepwise manner instead of
past transitions that emerged as a result of random emerging innovations (Smith, Stirling &
Berkhout, 2005). For example, the industrial society was an evolutionary process that was not
planned but rather resulted from technological innovations and changes in knowledge. The
sustainability transformation, on the other hand, should take place as a result of changing
norms and environmental conditions (WBGU, 2011). Secondly, and in relation to the first point,
this means that sustainable transformations require governance to make change possible. It
thus recognizes the importance of societal steering and implies an interactive process of
societal actors discovering and developing the preferred social development pathway together
(Meadowcroft, 2009). Lastly, the production and consumption patterns that need to change in
order to create a more sustainable and just society are located in sectors characterized by
multinational and powerful firms, such as in the agricultural-, transport- and energy sector
(Geels, 2011; Meadowcroft, 2009). These firms possess so-called complementary assets that
give incumbent firms a strong position versus pioneering firms and make the incumbent firms
more likely to defend the existing system instead of supporting a transition (Geels, 2011; Pianta
& Lucchese, 2020). As a result, sustainable social transformations require different
governance tools and include several actors that were previously less relevant for making
transformations possible. Its success depends on the development of new strategies and
cooperation initiatives. By focussing on mainly the relationship between governmental and
market actors, this research will get deeper into the ability and specific characteristics of
governmental organisations for achieving sustainable social transitions that are identified in
the academic literature. Furthermore, the research contributes to the existing knowledge by
examining where effective strategies might look like. Previous research mostly paid attention
to the role of national governments in this interplay of different actors. By using the EU as one
of the case studies, this research will, furthermore, looking into the role and abilities of multilevel governance institutions in achieving social transitions.
1.6 Proceedings
In the following section the theoretical debates on social transitions, their governance and the
involvement of several actors which are relevant for the analysis of the UK and the EU case
studies will be outlined. Next, the methodology used for this research will be explained, after
which the fourth chapter contains the analysis of both case studies. In this chapter, first an
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elaboration on the factors relevant for the success of the UK governmental approach will be
given. Secondly, the chapter will continue with using those identified factors for analysing the
policies and strategies of the EU. A reflection on the results and a discussion of the research’
contributions to the theoretical debates will follow. Lastly, the research will end with some
concluding remarks.
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2. Theoretical and Conceptual Framework
A vast literature on societal transformations, the governance of transitions, and factors
determining the success of chain responsibility initiatives exist. This chapter will combine the
several topics and give an overview of the key debates and arguments made by scholars that
are relevant for a better understanding of the (lack of) success of the UK and EU policies
regarding chain responsibility. First, an elaboration of the differences between a societal
transformation and a societal transition will be given to show the factors that contribute to
change. Second, the types of governance of societal transitions are discussed to provide
insights on the challenges and complexity of social factors influencing transition pathways. The
final section clarifies the focus of this reasearch on the relationship between governmental and
market actors aiming at achieving social transitions of economic sectors through the
development of chain responsibility initiatives.
2.1 Sustainable societal transformations and transitions
Significant and enduring change of the current society is required for reaching the goals of a
sustainable and just global society. Therefore, not only the EU, but also other governmental
actors are looking into the possibilites of achieving a sustainable transformation. With the EGD,
the EU is aiming for a societal transformation in its member states and several societal
transitions of key economic sectors. It implies a large change in technologies, institutions, and
governance on a scale that the EU has not dealt with before (Pianta & Luchesse, 2020).
Dealing with the climate challenges the EU is facing, affects the structures of national
economies and the economic and political cooperation at European level. Therefore the
creation of industrial policies contributing to societal change are of great importance (Rodrik,
2014). The societal transformation of the EU is based on two conceptual ideas: sustainability
and justice. From the EGD it becomes clear that the definition the EU gives to these concepts
are in line with the approach of Raworth (2012). Therefore, Raworth’s (2012) definition of
sustainability and justice will be used in this research. She states that a society is sustainable
when it does not exceed the planetary boundaries and therefore does not put a burden on the
environment, nor contribute to climate change or pollution. Furthermore, a society will be just
when it has a societal foundation that does not deprive people from basic human needs and a
equal distribution of burdens and benefits between several layers in society is guaranteed
(Raworth, 2012). Developing and managing standards for key industries that contribute to
sustainability and justice as descrived here is complex by nature. Therefore, a discussion of
transformation and transition literature will offer insights on how significant change can come
about and which levels of society the EU should target in policy making in order to achieve
their goals.
A sustainable transformation can be defined as “fundamental changes in structural, functional,
relational and cognitive aspects of socio-technical-ecological systems that lead to new patterns
of interactions and outcomes” (Patterson et al., 2016, p.2). This definition reiterates that a
transformation is a complex, large-scale and long-term project that does not come into
existence over night since the aim is to achieve fundamental change of a society. In contrast,
transitions are changes in particular societal sub-systems that can contribute to the envisioned
societal transformation. The aim of a transition is to achieve incremental change rather than
fundamental change, which can be achieved through key stakeholders defining and acting on
the shared vision for the future of a specific sector (Meadowcroft, 2009). Since the energy
transition of the EU is a change in a particular societal sub-system it is important to look closer
into the transition literature. An approach called the strategy of incremental change with a
transformative agenda, argues that actors wanting to achieve a societal transformation should
focus on concrete, incremental efforts that could support the broader long-term change
13

(Patterson et al., 2016). The idea of incremental change with a transformative agenda is thus
that the combination of multiple transitions connected to the broader narrative of sustainability
and justice will lead to the desired transformation of a society.
This is also a line of thinking that can be recognised in the transition literature. One branch of
the transition literature is rooted in the tradition of system thinking, which aims to gain an
understanding of the emergence, change and decay of socio-technical regimes (Shove &
Walker, 2007). Models based on system thinking provide insights on how transitions can lead
to societal transformations by creating change at micro- or mesolevel affecting the sociotechnical landscape. The multi-level model on socio-technical transitions distinguishes
between the niche level, the socio-technical regime and the socio-technical landscape (see
Figure 3). At the microlevel, niches are considered spaces where actors are willing to support
emerging innovations and create new ideas and demands that deviate from the existing regime
(Geels, 2011). The mesolevel is represented by the socio-technical regime, understood as “the
semi-coherent set of rules that orient and coordinate the activities of the social groups that
reproduce the various elements of socio-technical systems” (Geels, 2011, p. 27). Since these
rules are constantly reproduced by all actors, this level has a degree of stability that prevents
change from occuring easily without the adaptation and coevolution of the niche innovations
and the socio-technical landscape (Shove & Walker, 2007). The macrolevel of the
sociotechnical landscape is categorized as the wider context of a society which influences the
niches and regime. It includes the technology available within a society; the demographic,
economic and political patterns; as well as the societal values (Geels, 2011). The model of
Geels (2011) shows that transitions emerge when new ideas and technologies are developed
at the niche level or pressure from the socio-technical landscape is put on the existing regime
in order to reshape or even replace the current society. When a regime is successfully
reshaped or replaced, this incremental change will open up the space for transitions with
similar goals in other sectors and societal sub-domains, which can eventually contribute to the
larger goal of the transformation.

Figure 3: the multi-level model on socio-technical transitions (Geels, 2011)
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This model, therefore, indicates what the EU needs to strive for when developing policies and
other initiatives, however, it contains no insights on how to achieve this. Additionally, viewing
transitions from a system thinking perspective allows one to gain a deeper understanding of
how dominant socio-technical regimes might be replaced and how niches aiming to make the
society more environmentally sustainable can become mainstream, but it lacks attention to
how transitions can contribute to equitable and just societies (Patterson et al., 2016).
Furthermore, the multi-level model does not offer the opportunity to make claims on how
several actors can or should act to steer transitions and how to develop a pathway that leads
to a societal transformation (Shove & Walker, 2007). Scholars working on transition
management and governance provide better insights on steering transitions towards the larger
goal of creating a sustainable and just society by pointing out the importance of intervention.
2.2 Governing social transitions
In the transition management literature discussions take place on which actors are or should
excercise their power during social transition management or which actors need to be
influenced in order to get into the desired direction. Since it is acknowleged that processes of
globalisation led to the inclusion of a wider range of actors in the organisation of daily life, this
debate has become more pressing (Patterson et al., 2017; Shove & Walker, 2007). It led some
scholars to present the concept of governance, introducing a broader perspective on the
management of social transitions. It is important to look more closely into the concept of
governance, as this provides insights on which actors are most relevant for managing the
energy transition of the EU as well as on the complexity of the several levels at which decisions
on the pathway to this sustainable transition are made.
Even though governance is a widely used term, there is no consensus on what governance
exactly entails. Early use of the concept shows that governance was a synonoym for
government but that it evolved into a concept which points out the changed conditions and new
processes by which societal problems are dealt with (Rhodes, 1996). Stoker’s (1998) literature
review on governance reveals that there is an agreement amongst scholars that governance
refers to “the development of governing styles in which boundaries between and within public
and private sectors have become blurred” (p. 15). Several schools of thought emphasis
different aspects and trends which they consider to be key to understanding governance and
change. The first group Stoker (1998, p. 17-18) identifies, are scholars focussing on the set of
institutions and actors that are drawn from the government but also go beyond it. In this line of
thinking, governance is about how responsibility and power can be shared and legitimacy
should be obtained by public actors at local, regional, national and international levels. The
second group of academics considers governance to be the blurring of boundaries between
public and private actors in which private actors take over tasks and responsibility for social
issues that are traditionally located in the public domain (Stoker, 1998, p. 18-19). The third
group of scientists look at the relationships between actors involved in collective action and
the power dependency resulting from those relations. This branch recognises that power and
the (in)formal rules that are developed to make interaction and the formation of partnerships
possible are key in explaining the outcome of governance processes (Stoker, 1998, p. 19-20).
The final perspective on governance looks into the new tools and techniques that governments
have to steer and guide stakeholders and other relevant parties into the desired direction.
Governance is then consider to be the task of a government for managing relations with other
actors (Stoker, 1998, p. 21-22).
What these different perspectives thus have in common is the idea that not only the central
government makes decisions and excerises power, but that other public and private (non)state
actors are also influential in the decision-making process which determines the pathway
towards a social transition (Patterson et al., 2017). However, the previously mentioned
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perspectives on the concept are rather general and not specifically targetting the governance
of sustainable transformations. The definition of governance offered by Bierman et al. (2009)
in their research on Earth System Governance is more relevant for this research. According to
them governance is:
“the interrelated and increasingly integrated system of formal and informal rules, rulemaking systems, and actor-networks at all levels of human society (from local to global)
that are set up to steer societies towards preventing, mitigating, and adapting to global
and local environmental change and […] within the normative context of sustainable
development” (Bierman et al., 2009, p. 22).
This definition fits better with the debate on the management of sustainable social transitiosn
for several reasons. First, governance as described here is specifically targeted towards the
governance of change instead of maintaining the status quo. Steering societies away from the
current situation often requires different actor coallitions and is driven by different norms and
rules. Second, Bierman et al. (2009) refer to the goal of adapting to changing environmental
impacts as well as contributing to a positive change on matters of equality and justice. These
are also both the aims of the energy transition of the EGD. Third, the reference made by
Bierman et al. (2009) to the local and global levels of our contemporary society implies that
there is an interconnectedness between different localities and different levels of organisation
that needs to be taken into account when governing social transitions. This is also a relevant
factor for fostering chain responsibility of companies in the energy sector operating globally
and the EU as an overarching regional organisation consisting out of smaller political units.
To examine the complexity of governing sustainable transitions, Bierman et al. (2009) use
actor-network analysis. Such type of analysis helps to understand which actors are included
in networks for social transitions and thus who makes decisions about the governance of a
transition and who should be responsible and be hold accountable for its management
(Patterson et al., 2016). This is a useful strategy to analyse the EGD since transition
management and governance are highly political processes (Meadowcroft, 2011). Each actor
has its own understanding of what the problem(s) is/are and how the problem(s) should be
solved. However, there are limitations and uncertanties on the knowledge and capacities of
actors to determine the future and to steer transitions towards the desired outcome (Shove &
Walker, 2007). Which transition pathway is eventually choosen depends on the capacity of
actors to convince others that their perception of the problem(s) and the possible solutions for
it, are the best option to make a social transition possible (Callon, 1986). Furthermore, the
transformation towards a sustainable and just society has been explicitly characterized as a
political proces since sustainability and justice are normative concepts that relate to the larger
goal of securing human well-being within the environmental boundaries (Meadowcroft, 2011).
Meadowcroft (2011) linked the idea of politics, moreover, to the multi-level model for transitions
(Figure 3), showing that not only the larger transformation but also the changes taking place
at lower levels are influenced by politics. He argues that at each of the three levels
governmental behaviour but also the behaviour of other actors plays a significant role as
“context, obstacle, enabler, arbiter or manager of repercussions” (Meadowcroft, 2011, p. 71).
At the niche level, specific programs of, for example, government institutions or business
associations can encourage or discourage innovation. At the regime level, regulations and
economic practices support the dominant regime, and at the landscape level the economic,
social and political climate are determined by the behaviour of actors and their ideas on
potential future pathways (Meadowcroft, 2011). Social transitions are thus highly political in
the sense that power plays an essential role in whose ideas are used for the intervention in the
current system, whose interests are served, and who has a say in the entire process (Shove
& Walker, 2007).
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Since actor-networks are essential for social transition management and governance, an
understanding of what actors are influential in achieving social transitions of an economic
sector and the relationship between actors, should be further examined. In the next section,
the actors that could play a role in the development of EU standards for chain responsibility
and the characteristics of each actor to pursuade others to follow their ideas, will be outlined.
Subsequently, the formation of networks of actors and the power relations that are part of this
effort will be discussed to show that the creation of relationships is essential for achieving the
goals of the EGD.
2.2.1 Actors

In general, societal groups, consumers, market actors and governmental organisations are
recognised as the main actors involved in governance (De la Cuesta Gonzalez & Martinez,
2004; Moon, Anastasiadis & Viganò, 2009; Roberts, 2003; Steurer, 2013). In Figure 4, a
schematic display of the actors involved in the governance of social transitions and their
subcategories can be found. According to some scholars, consumers are considered to be a
societal actor (Wiering, 2019); for others they are a market actor (Steurer, 2013), while
sometimes consumers are also seen as a separate group of actors (Roberts, 2003), which is
also the perspective used in this research. Therefore, in Figure 4 consumers are placed
inbetween the societal and market actors.
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(Inter)national NGOs
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Indigenous organisations
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Media
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Figure 4: Actors involved in governance of social transitions
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Each of these actors have their own strenghts and limitations to play a role in governing social
transitions. Societal actors is a broad category of organisations ranging from international
NGOs to academic insitutions and more local or interest specific groups (Edwards, 2004;
Wiering, 2019). Due to the many different type of actors in this category the opportunities of
societal actors to play a role in governance are also diverse. In general, societal actors are
able to create public awareness and report on societal issues (Beer, Bartley & Roberts, 2012).
This can be done before a transition takes place, but also during the governance process in
order to trace the progress of a transition as well as the failures that occur. In case of a societal
transition towards sustainability and justice, societal actors can thus point out the
environmental issues at stake as well as the situation of human rights and livelihood impacts
which should be improved by the transition. Furthermore, societal actors have the opportunity
to create a platform for public debate. This offers the opportunity to discuss the current state
of a society but also to jointly create alternative pathways and solutions to the identified issues
(Steurer, 2013). Moreover, societal actors can act as regulators throught the development of
associations for standard-setting, monitoring and certification aimed at increasing the
likelihood of responsible behaviour and commitment of actors involved in the social transition
(Beer, Bartley & Roberts, 2012). The problem for societal actors, however, is that there are
many voices to be heard and many different ideas on social transitions exist. The amount of
influence and the uptake of the viewpoint from one societal actor is mostly dependent on the
framing of their ideas, their capabilities and resources to become involved in governance, and
the relationship with other actors (Beer, Bartley & Roberts, 2012). To link this back to the multilevel model of Geels (2011), societal actors offer safe spaces for the creation of niches and
the development of new ideas. They can also inlfuence the social values and the political
climate of the soci-technical landscape, but whether this leads to a change in the sociotechnical regime depends on the existing network and the power relations between actors in
this network.
Consumers are the second type of actor influential in governance processes, especially when
the governance of a social transition is aimed at changing an economic sector. On the one
hand, consumers are closely related to societal actors considering the opportunity for pressing
other actors to take certain issues in the development of products into account (Roberts, 2003;
Steurer, 2013). Consumers, however, are a different type of actors when it comes down to
influencing the behaviour of other actors in the network. Unlike societal actors – who need to
strategically use their resources to be recognised as a partner in decision making or the
implementation of social transitions – consumers are automatically a relevant actor for market
actors. Companies are, for example, dependent on a good reputation for selling their products.
Consumers base their choice on the responsibility market actors take for labour conditions,
business ethics and environmental impacts (Roberts, 2003). In order to stay in business,
market actors are likely to transition towards the demands of the consumer. It has to be noted
that this is only true for market actors that serve consumer markets and not for market actors
that serve other businesses (Roberts, 2003). In the latter case, the power of consumers is
relatively small which might cause market actors to ignore their demands. For a social
transition, consumers are thus relevant for setting the goals the transition should aim for and
forcing especially market actors to change their business practices accordingly.
Corporations, financial institutions and trade associations operating locally or more globally
are categorized as market actors (Lumen, 2021). Market actors have gained importance in
creating social transitions which should lead to a more sustainable and just society. With the
introduction of the term business responsibility, it is recognized that businesses have a (global)
impact which they should address. The most common approach for companies to take into
account their value chain impacts is through a Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) strategy.
CSR can be defined as “open and transparent business practices that are based on ethical
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values and respect for employees, communities and the environment” (Aaronson, 2003, p.
310). Moon, Anastasiadis and Viganó (2009) add to these strategies are on a voluntary, nonauthoritative and self-regulatory basis that go beyond the legal requirements set by
governmental actors. The idea is that with the creation of CSR strategies, market actors can
contribute to a social transition and manage their own negative impacts. Notwithstanding, there
are many doubts on whether CSR can truly contribute to the creation of a sustainable and just
society. Barkmeyer (2009) shows in his study on privately-led governance practices of supply
chain activities that when market actors are to contribute to sustainable development,
companies only tend to focus on some pressing developmental challenges, such as promoting
the development and diffusion of environmentally friendly technologies and contributing to
safeguarding basic human rights. Anti-corruption and labour right issues are barely covered in
these strategies (Barkmeyer, 2009). Another criticism relates to the use of CSR for the creation
of a competitive advantage or to maintain a stable working environment. This means that CSR
is often focused on technical solutions that are not taking contextual factors or the people who
should benefit from CSR into account. Many critics consider this approach to CSR as a PR
strategy instead of a way to improve corporate social performance and to effectively respond
to societal demands (Blowfield, 2004; De la Cuesta Gonzalez & Martinez, 2004; Frynas 2005).
Furthermore, voluntary strategies to govern social transition often have weak monitoring
mechanisms which complicates the enforcement of agreed standards (De la Cuesta Gonzalez
& Martinez, 2004). Lastly, most CSR activities are practiced by Northern companies in their
home country or other OECD countries; operations in Latin-America, Asia and Africa are often
not governed in accordance with those guidelines (Barkmeyer, 2009). This means that
international companies have difficulties dealing with their international impact and are
insufficiently contributing to solving developmental issues within their supply chain. Barkmeyer
(2009) therefore argues that the EU has a role to play in creating policy that brings together
the CSR practices of market actors and the developmental needs of the global south. Some
of the aforementioned limitations to CSR can be attributed to the characteristics of the market
actors themselves, however, the absence of an enabling environment is also of great
importance in explaining the lack of success for market actors to create a sustainable and just
society. When, for example, stakeholder engagement or governmental services are lacking,
the market actor does not have the capacity to create sustainability at any other locality than
the one where it practices its businesses (Barkmeyer, 2009). The overall improvement of
sustainability and justice will not be reached when productive relations with other actors are
non-existent.
The fourth category of actors being involved in the governance of social transitions are
governmental actors. As stated before, societal and market actor are able to produce voluntary
standards aimed at behaviour change of the targeted actors. Governmental actors have a
unique governance tool to their availability that none of the other actors share, namely the
opportunity to create legally-binding instruments that force all involved actors to comply with
the envisioned social transition. Through the development of binding agreements, these type
of standards have a stronger enforcement mechanism than voluntary CSR strategies (De la
Cuesta Gonzalez & Martinez, 2004). With legislation aimed at creating a more sustainable and
just society, governmental actors are able to exert pressure on other actors. Still, not only the
actual establishment of regulations might influence other actors, proposing regulations that
can become disturbing to an industry might be enough in some cases. As a response to the
proposition market actors can, for example, decide to stay ahead of the governmental actors
and come up with their own policies and strategies for a particular issue that have less negative
consequences for them (Chkanikova & Mont, 2015). Furthermore, governmental institutions
can use soft non-legally binding policy instruments aimed at facilitating certain behaviours
through the use of (financial) incentives or leading-by-example (Steurer, 2013). Lastly,
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multilevel governance organisations, such as the EU, have the advantage of harmonizing
regulations between different countries, which was identified as a major barrier for social
transitions fostering chain responsibility (Chkanikova & Mont, 2015). Besides the creation of a
variety of policies and regulations that determine the direction of a social transition,
governmental actors are regarded as the actor that can distribute information to the wider
public. Information can be spread about societal issues or ways to improve environmental and
social conditions which can foster the creation and uptake of initiatives supporting the social
transition (De la Cuesta Gonzalez & Martinez, 2004). It is important to stress that governmental
actors are able to develop a vision for the future of a society and create appropriate policies
accordingly, but the success of it depends on the adoption by key market and societal actors
(Moon, Anastasiadis & Viganò, 2009).
The previous four actors are certainly important in a network that is formed around the creation
of a social transition. Yet, according to actor-network theorists, most social scientists neglect
one actor in their research: the non-human actor. For these scholars, objects, technologies
and organisms are seen as actors in their own right, not as a contextual factor or intrinsic
elements of social actions (Nimmo, 2011). Non-human actors are considered to be equally
influential in determining the type of networks that come into existence and the outcome of
governance processes (Latour, 1996; Nimmo, 2011; Whittle & Spicer, 2008). In this way, nonhuman actors are granted agency and power that influence the outcome of a social transition
(Latour, 1996). After all, the creation of reports in order to comply with the standards set for
the social transition, the availability of technologies and responses to it from the natural world,
or the eco-systems that produce minerals as well as the location of these materials are all
sources of action and drive forward paterns of activity (Callon, 1986; Latour, 1996; Prior, 2008).
Therefore, governance is also driven or limited by the non-human actor. Actor-network
theorists argue that, for a full understanding of governance, non-human actors should also be
studied when examining governance.
2.2.2 Networks

During the description of the different actors involved in the governance of social transitions,
many references were made to the fact that each actor has unique characteristics that can
contribute to achieving change. It was also touched upon that whether a succesfull social
transition is taking place depends on the relationships between several actors. As the circle in
the middle of Figure 4 already suggests, a social transition can only take place when the
different actors form a network to reach the targets of sustainability and justice. What this
network will look like and what type of output it will be able to produce to steer a society into a
different direction depends on the degree of pressure, power and legitimacy present in the
network (Chkanikova and Mont, 2015; Mitchell, Agle & Wood, 1997). Callon (1986), using an
approach based on actor-network theory, shows that power does not lie in one or multiple
actors but instead in the succesful interaction with and persuasion of other actors (Callon,
1986). The kind of interactions that occur are guided by the rules that exist on how negotiations
and decision-making should take place (Bierman et al., 2009). This can be determined by rules
that are offically written down in documents – formal rules – or rules that are based on the
implicit understandings that are part of a society – informal rules (Bierman et al., 2009;
Grzymala-Busse, 2010). Negotiations within the network will eventually lead to an accepted
stability, that is when all the actors are faithfull to the network and participate in the system as
anticipated. Relationships between actors lead to this durable and robust network which
supports a social transition since consensus on the issue at stake is reached and the margin
for deviation of each actor is constrained (Callon, 1986; Whittle & Spicer, 2008). Nevertheless,
the network can be contested through acts of translation. With this Callon (1986) means the
process of recreating the identity of all the actors, reshaping the possibilities of interaction and
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the opportunities for manoeuvre. This process might lead to the loss of alliances and
consensus. Processes of translation will continue and a new round of negotiations will take
place until another point of stability is reached (Callon, 1986). Actor-network theory is aimed
at gaining an understanding of how this stability can be achieved and tries to offer an
explanation for individual cases (Law & Singleton, 2014). This is relevant for this research as
it shows that in order for a social transition to take place, it is important to develop a better
understanding of how interaction between actors lead to the creation of policies and strategies
supporting sustainability and justice. More importantly, in order to finish a transition
successfully, all the actors must also stay on board and perform the agreed policies and
standards. Therefore, using the focus of actor-network theorists on the continues interaction
between actors that are in the same network, helps to understand why some governmental
strategies are more effective than others.
2.3 Governmental approach for chain responsibility
As seen in the previous section, governing a social transition is a complicated task considering
the different actors involved. According to actor-network theorists, all five categories of actors
within a network have to be researched to get the most comprehensive view on the creation
and management of social transitions. Even though this is the case, exploring the entire actornetwork relevant for the social transition described in the EGD, would be beyond the scope of
this thesis. The aim is to gain a better understanding of how governmental actors wishing to
develop a successful transition of an economic sector – in this case the energy sector – might
be able to influence other actors into following the goals set by the governmental actor.
Therefore, it is important to understand how dependency relationships between the actors are
formed and the degree of conformity with standards developed by one actor. It is thus the
intention to find an explanation for the stability of the relationship between governmental and
market actors that occurred in the development of UK chain responsibility initiatives, since this
is also a direction the EU wants to take. Identifying factors that played a decisive role in the
development of chain responsibility initiatives might help understand why the EU is still lacking
successful policies and what can be done to reach that point of stability as well.
This is not to say that the other actors are not relevant in the development of policies and
standards for the chain responsibility of the extraction sector. Many examples can be given of
societal actors that highlighted the environmental and social impacts of mining when
environmental disasters or conflicts took place (e.g. Lyra, 2019). These efforts increased the
awareness of the impacts of mining and it urged mining companies to improve their business
model and governmental actors to get actively involved in enabling or forcing market actors to
make changes. However, since the aim is to understand what governmental policies can do
to achieve stability, the choice is made to – when applicable – mention the fact that some of
the UK and EU policies came into existence as a result of attention given by social actors to
negative chain impacts, but not to dive deeper into how societal actors did pressure both
market and governmental actors. Consumer pressure is less likely to have a big impact on
changes the behaviour of market actor in the energy sector. As already mentioned earlier on,
consumers have a relatively large influence when market actors supply products to consumers
directly, which is not the case in the extraction sector (De la Cuesta González & Matinez, 2004;
Kusi-Sarpong et al., 2016). The solar panels and wind turbines to produce clean energy will
be visible for the European consumer, but not the raw materials and the issues with the
extraction of these minerals. In her study on ethical sourcing of forest products, Roberts (2003),
showed that sustainable supply chains for the forest sector were difficult to develop since
consumers are interested in the end-products of the forest, but not in the impacts of processing
the wood into those products (Roberts, 2003). Non-human actors are also not used in the
analysis of this research as an actor in itself since focus of this research is on gaining a better
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understanding on how to influence human behavior. The importance of non-human actors as
a method to discover how human relations function (Prior, 2008), is recognized through the
use of non-human actors as a data source.
Finding an explanation for stability within a network is what scholars of actor-network theory
are searching for, but actor-network theory is more a tool to look at the relations between actors
than a theory of possible explanatory factors (Law & Singleton, 2014). Therefore, it is
necessary to look at different theories on an effective governmental approach for fostering
chain responsibility created by other academics. Chkanikova and Mont (2015) empirically
tested the theory of Hoffman (2000) on regulatory, resource, market and social factors that
influence the outcome of interaction processes in networks aiming to influence corporate
behaviour. Their research revealed that some of the factors pointed out by Hoffman (2000) are
relevant for explaining successful outcomes of cooperation between market and governmental
actors. A clear definition on responsibility, a clear action plan developed in collaboration with
market actors, financial incentives to participate in sustainability initiatives, regular assessment
of progress, and the creation of an information database on impacts and performance are
identified as success factors (Chkanikova & Mont, 2015). Wittstruck and Teuteberg (2012)
recognise some of these factors too and add that networks are effective when they create a
learning effect so that a degree of commitment to the common strategy is achieved and
assessment of progress becomes more transparent. Even though some of the factors seem
relevant for this research, the conclusions on drivers and barriers of corporate chain
responsibility were all based on the inclusion of one other actor: consumers. The success of
the factors described in the two studies was explained by the positive effect it had on consumer
behaviour. When market and governmental actors work together and incorporate the success
factors in their relationship and the standards that are produced by them, the more likely
consumers are to buy sustainable products. In turn, when consumer behaviour changes
towards the sustainability efforts of the corporation, the increased demand for those products
puts pressure on the governmental and market actors to continue with their strategy aimed
and long-term sustainability (Chkanikova & Mont, 2015; Wittstruck & Teuteberg, 2012). As
mentioned before, consumers are less likely to be influential for the transition of the energy
sector. Therefore, a theory that focusses on the interaction between governmental and market
actors solely for fostering chain responsibility can say more about the type of relations in a
network for the transition of this sector. Aaronson (2003) developed a theory on the
characteristics of an effective government role in promoting global responsibility for
corporations. According to her, the following factors should be present within this network of
governmental and market actors:
-

-

Factor 1: All stakeholders should develop a shared definition of corporate responsibility
in order to clarify which issues corporations should address;
Factor 2: One agency must be in charge of policies and strategies to offer clarity to
market actors on who is responsible for management;
Factor 3: Chain responsibility must be encouraged with incentives and disincentives to
encourage participation and to clarify the consequences for non-compliance;
Factor 4: Governmental actors are obliged to benchmark its own progress and be a
model for responsible behaviour. In this way the responsibility for sustainability and
justice issues is shared between multiple actors;
Factor 5: Annual assessments of policies and strategies and feedback moments should
take place to monitor progress and effectiveness which can result in the redesigning of
programs (Aaronson, 2003).

As can be seen, most of the factors correspond with the research of the other authors,
however, Aaronson (2003) also points out the importance of clarity on the agency in charge
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and the behaviour and progress of governmental actors themselves. Furthermore, the
incentives and disincentives as described here do not only point to financial stimulus instead
it leaves space to look at other instruments that can induce participation and compliance. The
idea behind the theory is that when more factors are present in a network between
governmental and market actors, the more effective the chain responsibility initiative will be.
Aaronson’s (2003) factors will be used to analyse the policies of the UK to test whether they
can offer an explanation for the productive relationship between governmental and market
actors in creating effective chain responsibility initiatives. This will help to understand how
governmental actors have the biggest chance of influencing market actors into taking
sustainability and justice into account in their business practices. Based on the outcomes of
the UK analysis, the factors of Aaronson (2003) that seems to explain the effective
governmental approach will be applied to the European case study.
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3. Methodology
In this chapter the methodology used for answering the research question will be explained.
First, a description of the methodological approach consisting out of two case studies and a
document analysis will be given. In the second section, the criteria for the selection of relevant
documentation will be outlined. Third, the manner in which the data has been analysed will be
discussed.
3.1 Methodological approach
In the social sciences case studies are commonly used for both theory testing and theory
building and several approaches for using case studies in academic research have been
developed throughout the years. Single case studies are considered to be useful for in-depth
analysis, while large case studies are useful for the opposite effect, namely to produce
generalizable results. A different approach is the use of a small number of cases studies in
which the advantage of generating empirical evidence and generalization of results is
combined (Blatter & Haverland, 2012). This thesis is based on a small number of case studies,
namely the two cases of corporate responsibility strategies in the UK and the EU. By focussing
on two governmental actors instead of more, enough attention can be spend on the context in
which these policies and strategies came into existence and it can provide relevant knowledge
on the characteristics and institutional backgrounds of both governmental actors.
As a result of the plans outlined in the EGD and the problems identified in the scientific literature
on achieving sustainability and justice through the current EU policies, the EU was selected as
one of the case studies. As shown before, the EU strategies are not considered to be
successful (Pianta & Lucchesse, 2020). To gain an understandig of how the EU can improve
its strategies, a governmental actor that has, in contrast, a successful approach had to be
selected as the second case study. At first, considering the unique character of the EU as a
regional political organisation, an attempt was made to find another organisation with the same
characteristics to make the comparison between the two cases easier. However, organisations
such as the African Union or the Organization of American States amongst others, had to many
different characteristics to make a comparison possible or were not identified as organisations
with a successful approach on corporate responsibility. Instead, it became clear that acadamic
research demonstrates the effectiveness of the UK governmental approach to influence
corporate behaviour (Moon, 2004; Soh et al., 2014). Considering the effectiveness of UK
policies and strategies and some shared institutional characteristics, the UK was chosen as
the second case study.
The two case studies are used to perform theory-testing in two stages. To explain the
difference in effectiveness, it is important to look into factors that need to be present in a
governmental strategy to achieve its goal of encouraging market actors to become more
sustainable and just. The theoretical framework outlined some theories that were created to
clarify the successful relationship between governmental and market actors in the creation and
fulfilment of CSR strategies. Aaronson (2003) was one of the scholars defining success factors
for governmental actors changing corporate behaviour, yet, some of her success factors
deviate from the other theories. Therefore, first, her factors needed to be tested on a case that
is recognised to be effective in order to be more certain that the presence of the five identified
factors can be causally linked to a degree of success. The UK case study, thus, served as a
case to examine the usefulness of Aaronson’s (2003) theory. After conclusions were drawn on
how well the theoretical factors can offer an explanation or that other factors needed to be
taken into account as well, the second stage of theory-testing was performed. The EU
strategies were assessed based on the success factors that are seemingly important for the
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effectiveness of the UK strategies. The aim was to explore whether absence of the same
factors can explain the less succesful EU policies. One of the initiatives discussed in the
European case study dates back from the 1990s, while the other initiatives were recently
created. In the latter case, little could be said about their performance – and thus success –
over the past years. Therefore, the success factors were not used to explain the actual effect
of EU policies, rather they were used to discover whether the success factors can be
recognised in the policy documents and whether the policies thus have the potential to become
effective.
Document analyses of 1 UK strategy and 3 initiatives, and 2 EU strategies and 3 initiatives
was conducted to test the theory of Aaronson (2003). In the social sciences, documents are
often simply seen as a source of information and therefore used as a supporting data source
to the empirical methods that aim at gathering information from human sources. In rare cases,
documents are the only data source in social research (Nimmo, 2011; Prior, 2008). In those
researches documents are seen as actors in their own rights and in this sense be both a source
that contains things as well as does things. According to Nimmo (2001) text “assemble, shape
and connect practices, and in doing so enact objects, constitute subjects, and inscribe
relations, ontological boundaries and domains” (p.114). It means that documents have a social
and ontological efficacy of their own. Prior (2008) argues that there are four ways in which
documents can be used in social sciences and still contribute to theory testing and building.
First, documents as mentioned before can be seen as a source for evidence of what it contains
in order to gain a better understanding of conceptual issues. Second, documents can be
analysed on how the content came into being. Third, analysis of documents can reveal how
documents are used as a resource by human actors for purposeful ends and in everyday life.
Fourth, documents can be used as ‘vita activa’ to gain understanding on how documents
function and impact social interaction and social organization (Prior, 2008). By conducting a
document analysis of both case studies, this thesis attempted to show how documents in social
sciences can be used to provide insights on relationships between and practices of human
actors, how the documents shape possible futures while excluding others, and the role of
documents in networks of action.
3.2 Data collection
The same academic sources that identified the UK as an actor with a successful governmental
approach, also revealed insights on the initiatives that are effective. A preliminary examination
of the policies showed a wide range of CSR initiatives, however, not all of them focussed on
issues that arise in global supply chains, but rather on domestic issues. Since those initiatives
did not redress the global impacts of British companies, they were excluded from the analysis.
Another important criterion for the included initiatives was the specific focus on the extraction
sector as they are playing an important role in the EU energy transition. By examining sector
specific initiatives, different opportunities for the improvement of EU policy might be identified
than would be possible for strategies targetting corporations in other sectors. The prelimanary
search for relevant documents also revealed that there were many initiatives developed at UK
level which later turned into initiatives with an international character and governance structure.
Examing those initiatives can reduce the limitation of comparing a national government with a
regional governmental organisation since they experience the same obstacle of how to arrange
participation of several nation states and corporations with different characteristics. Therefore
these policies were seen as particular relevant for this case study. For the UK the selection
criteria led to the following data set: the 2005 International Strategic Framework for Corporate
Social Responsibility (the Framework); the Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI); the Extractive
Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI); and the Voluntary Principles Initiative on Security and
Human Rights (VPI).
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The documents of the EU are drawn from academic sources and informal conversations with
contacts at BothENDS. Also here the policies and strategies should be focussed on global
supply chain issues of European corporations or be specifically aimed at the extractive
industries. The European CSR strategy of 2011-2014; the Raw Materials Initiative (RMI) in
combination with the Critical Raw Materials Report (CRMR); the European Business and
Human Right guidelines (EBHR); the European Eco-management and Audit Scheme (EMAS);
and the Conflict Minerals Regulation (CMR), are the collected documents for the EU case
study.
For both the EU and the UK, additionally to the official documents of the initiatives, their
websites were used to elaborate on particular aspects of the policies and governance structure.
The website was also used to gain access to progress reports and corporate experiences in
order to better understand the context and effectiveness of the initiatives. It can be argued that
the progress reports and the examples of good corporate behaviour published on the websites
are made available with certain intentions. However, as Hofferberth (2011) argues it does not
mean that these statements and documents are not relevant, rather they express the meanings
ascribed to the initiatives as well as its institutionalization within the practices and conducts of
a corporation. Those documents thus provide information on the effectiveness of an initiative
and on the participation of and interactions between several actors.
3.3 Data analysis
The theory outlined in the previous chapter served as the starting point for the analysis of the
documents. The five charateristics of the effective role of governmental actors in achieving
CSR identified by Aaronson (2003) were used to examine the documents from the UK. The
first reading of the documents was meant to see whether some or all of the five characteristics
could be found in the official strategy documents. If certain sentences or paragraphs showed
the presence of Aaronson’s (2003) theory, a code corresponding with the characteristics
identified in the theory was given to those particular parts of the text. Coding is a process in
which biases can occur at different stages. First, the creation of the codes is based on the
interpretation of the researcher on causal relationships that need to be examined more closely.
Second, providing the data set with codes is also based on the judgement of the researcher
on the meaning of particular parts of text (Saldana, 2008). It is the authors opinion that research
can never be completely objective, however when possible, steps need to be taken to reduce
the impact of a single researcher. Therefore, the theory supported by multiple scholars was
used as the starting point for categorizing data. The first bias is then slightly reduced since the
interpretation of a single researcher about which factors to include in the analysis and how
factors related to one another is confirmed by other academics (Bleijenbergh, 2015). The
following coding system was created:
-

For factor 1:

-

For factor 2:
For factor 3:
For factor 4:
For factor 5:

Code 1: Definition of responsibility;
Code 2: Requirement for corporations;
Code 3: Requirement for governmental actors;
Code 4: Agency in charge
Code 5: (Dis)incentives
Code 6: Governmental progress/behaviour
Code 7: Assessment procedures

For factor 1, three codes were produced as during the coding process it turned out that the
initial code 1 covered so many parts that it did not offer clarity on the results. Therefore, code
1 was used to highlight the issues falling under the definition of responsibility; code 2 to identify
which steps corporations are required to take to adhere to their responsibility; and code 3 to
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highlight which steps governmental actors are required to take to support corporations in taking
their responsibiliy.
A second reading of the UK documents was performed to gain a better understanding of
whether the theory of Aaronson was enough to explain why the UK initiatives are effective or
whether there are more factors that could be systematically recognised in the documents and
offered an explanation for the initiatives’ success. This led to the additional codes 8 and 9 to
identify what other characteristics of the UK policies and strategies were recognised in multiple
initiatives. These codes were created during the reading process as, obviously, beforehand it
could not be known which additional factors are present in the British case.
-

Additional factors:

Code 8: Interaction between actors
Code 9: Information disclosure

After the analysis of the UK documents, the EU policies and strategies were read and coded
with the previously identified Code 1 to 9 to examine whether the factors of the UK case study
were present. The codes were entered in the program Atlas.ti and the coded documents were
stored in the same program. Atlas.ti helped to create a clear overview of all the data and to
categorize the data in a consistent way. It provided the opportunity to easily find the right
information for the analysis and to make theory testing in two stages possible.
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4. Assessment of policies and strategies United Kingdom
Based on the lessons learned about the complexity of societal transitions and the actornetworks relevant for achieving the goal of becoming more sustainable and globally just, this
chapter will analyse the UK policy and strategy documents. The UK policies are seen as
successful attempts to reduce negative impacts of corporate value chains and therefore these
initiatives will be analysed. The chapter will end with a conclusion on the factors by Aaronson
(2003) and offers additional explanations for the success of the UK policies.
4.1 Corporate responsibility in the policies and strategies of the UK
The UK government has a long history in the development of policies and strategies to reduce
the negative impact of British businesses and corporations operating both within the UK and
at a more global level (Soh, Kim & Whang, 2014). Government involvement in corporate
practices started with the introduction of public employment, sickness and old age insurance
systems, as well as the provision of health care services and basic utilities which used to be
corporate delivered services. This led to the narrowing down of the role of business in taking
responsibility for society. Instead, British businesses participated only through self-regulation
and the participation of the Confederation of British Industry in the government’s economic
policies and industry guidelines (Moon, 2004). Since the beginning of the 1980s, the attitude
of the government towards taking responsibility for societal issues changed and this required
a different role of businesses in governance (Aaronson, 2003). Following failures to resolve
unemployment, public debt and issues with income and price policies, questions arose about
the ability and legitimacy of the UK government to realize their social and economic
commitments. In order to reduce public expectations of responsibility, the UK government
made an effort to encourage greater family and individual responsibility for social provision but
also to encourage the development of CSR. This gave rise to businesses taking societal
responsibility again (Moon, 2004).
At first, efforts of the government to incorporate market actors into the governance of societal
issues led to the creation of domestic policies and strategies for solving community problems
(Moon, 2004). With the instalment of the Blair government half way the 1990s, a new
governmental strategy for driving CSR and a new set of priorities came into being: the UK’s
CSR strategy became a foreign policy priority and therefore more globally oriented. As a result,
policies were developed that took international supply chain issues into account (Soh, Kim &
Whang, 2014). CSR, thus, became a systematic feature of the governance mix rather than a
supplement to domestic government activities. Furthermore, in 2000, the UK appointed the
world’s first CSR minister – falling within the mandate of the Department of Trade and Industry
(DTI) (Riess & Welzel, 2006). The minister is responsible for coordinating British CSR
strategies, promoting international guidelines, and stimulating the development of new CSR
policies by business themselves (Aaronson, 2003). One of the accomplishments of the CSR
minister and the DTI is the creation of an international strategic framework for CSR practices
as well as the enactment of corporate responsibility regulations in 2004. Since then UK
companies have been legally obliged to publish annual sustainability reports and to take care
of society and the environment (Riess & Welzel, 2006).
Throughout the years the UK thus developed their own policies and strategies to press
businesses into taking their negative impacts into account and taking responsibility for societal
issues. There are a multitude of documents available on the attempts of the UK to encourage
responsibility, however not all the documents are relevant for the aim of this research. The
national policies developed on the domestic societal issues and how British companies should
contribute to improvements on this scale are, for example, less useful for understanding the
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positive impact of the UK’s CSR strategies internationally. Companies operating in an
international context face, for example, governments that have inadequate social and
environmental regulations or are acting poor on welfare provision (Knudsen, 2018). Therefore,
the focus of the analysis of the UK will only be on the government initiatives of the UK
promoting international CSR. In this section, the following documents are discussed: the 2005
International Strategic Framework for Corporate Social Responsibility (the Framework); the
Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI); the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI); and the
Voluntary Principles Initiative on Security and Human Rights (VPI).
4.1.1 Vision of the UK: International Strategic Framework for CSR

The International Strategic Framework for Corporate Social Responsibility (the Framework)
was developed in 2005 after a consultation process with businesses and NGOs to set out the
goals and priorities of the UK government to foster sustainability internationally (Riess &
Welzel, 2006). An analysis of this Framework will make clear how the UK government aims to
contribute to sustainability and justice issues and provide insights on the rationale behind it.
In the Framework corporate responsibility is defined as “UK businesses taking account of their
economic, social and environmental impacts, and acting to address the key sustainable
development challenges based on their core competences wherever they operate – locally,
regionally and internationally” (DTI, 2005, p. 1). Furthermore, the Framework points out that
companies need to consider all their direct and indirect impacts, not only the ones down their
supply chain but also the consequences of their business activities forward to the marketplace
where the goods or services will be supplied (DTI, 2005, p.5). From these statements, it seems
that chain responsibility is a key issue for governmental actors in the UK and that they expect
companies to respond to a wide range of issues that their businesses activities can cause. On
the other hand, the suggestion of these statements that addressing negative impacts depends
on “their core competences” leaves quite some space for interpretation on how far market
actors should go to take responsibility. Furthermore, the statements imply that the UK
government considers economic, social and environmental impacts of businesses to be
equally important and that strategies to address these issues should focus on this triple goal.
However, it can be questioned whether the UK government is not prioritizing some impacts
over others. First, the Framework describes the need for a UK strategy on corporate
responsibility and the involvement of the government as follows: “we want to improve the
competitiveness of UK businesses, while at the same time maximising the positive contribution
their investments and day to day operations activities can make” (DTI, 2005, p.4). It can be
said that the economic perspective on responsibility is strongly present through the
government pointing out the establishment of economic benefits for UK corporations and the
focus on finance and employment as means to positively contribute to actors impacted by the
value chain. Second, social impacts also appear to outweigh environmental issues. The
strategies mentioned in the Framework aimed at creating a more sustainable world are
focussed on benefiting the economy and employees of host countries and contributing to
poverty reduction. Moreover, the UK refers multiple times to the importance of combating
bribery. Only once the environmental effects business activities can cause and how to address
these problems is mentioned (DTI, 2005). The attention to mainly economic and social impacts
of corporations might complicate the search for an initiative that can help to contribute to both
a socially and environmentally sustainable society.
Besides the focus of the UK government on chain responsibility and sustainability, the most
important observation that can be made about the Framework is the aim of the UK to create
voluntary mechanisms in contrast to regulatory approaches. Even though the UK has some
regulations in place that force UK companies to annually deliver sustainability reports to the
government, most strategies of the UK are not legally binding (Riess & Welzel, 2006). In the
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Framework, the UK government tries to make a case for voluntary mechanisms by stating that
legislation should be seen as the establishment of a minimum level of behaviour for companies,
however the government has a more important task to create initiatives that go beyond this
goal (DTI, 2005). Legislation is seen as one of the available governmental tools, yet one that
occasionally causes unintended consequences. Instead of pressuring market actors into taking
sustainability and justice issues in their value chains into account through legislation, regulation
is sometimes harming the drive and creativity of businesses to solve problems in a different
though effective manner. More specifically, the Framework expresses no support for the
development of a global legally binding policy due to the risk of being counter-productive:
“It risks diverting the energy of the still relatively small community in business and
elsewhere focused on CSR from action to debate. There are complex legal and
technical issues involved in determining and putting in place a global set of rules and
the institutional architecture at national and international levels needed to back them
up. And there must be doubts about the effects if […] the global norms and standards
that could be agreed by all governments were some way below what leading players
are now doing” (DTI, 2005, p.6)
Rather than creating a legal framework at the global level, the UK aims at encouraging the
development and application of best practices and to learn from these experiences of what
works best in order to adapt it to function in different contexts and cultures (DTI, 2005).
The Framework mainly provides insights on what the UK government aims to achieve and
what they consider to be their role in contributing to more sustainability and justice in corporate
actions of British businesses. They want to achieve this by ensuring a policy framework that
stimulates and facilitates corporate responsibility; by increasing awareness among companies
to address all the impacts of their operations globally; and by facilitating and encouraging
processes and actions that contribute to the overall objective to improve the global value chain
of British companies (DTI, 2005). Little is mentioned about the role of market actors
themselves, what type of strategies they might use or which initiatives to participate in in order
to become more sustainable. The factors of Aaronson (2003) can therefore not easily be
applied to this Framework as it focusses on the role of the government and less on the
interaction between market and governmental actors. Still, this Framework is helpful for
understanding the definition of corporate responsibility that the UK government uses and the
kind of value chain impacts they consider to be problematic and therefore try to reduce (factor
1). Furthermore, it reveals insights on the governmental behaviour that can be expected from
the UK (factor 4) and the choice of the UK to develop voluntary initiatives might explain the
kind of (dis)incentives that are necessary to foster participation and compliance with the next
three initiatives (factor 3).
4.1.2 Creating labour standards: Ethical Trading Initiative

In 1998, the Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI) was created to deal with global working conditions
and related issues that could emerge in the supply chain of internationally operating companies
(Aaronson, 2003). The initiative came into existence through the Department for International
Development (DFID) and was established in cooperation with a group of UK companies, NGOs
and trade union organisations (Ethical Trading Initiative [ETI], n.d.). Corporations were mainly
concerned with resolving the issue of supply chain legitimacy, societal actors were interested
in creating positive international development, and trade unions supported the establishment
of clear and defensible labour rights (Knudsen, 2018). The UK government served as facilitator
in bringing all the different parties to the table to jointly discuss how to arrange better practices
of ethical trade in global supply chains of British companies (Riess & Welzel, 2006). During the
discussion on how the UK could best approach ethical trading, the UK government made a
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clear choice not to use regulations or social labelling as tools to enforce companies to the
rules, which is in line with the pathway towards corporate responsibility described in the
Framework. Instead, the platform had to offer process-oriented learning opportunities through
the involvement of multiple stakeholders (Knudsen, 2018). The involved actors thus have to
accept that there are no fixed solutions to deal with labour issues, rather solutions are in
process. This gives corporations some space to try out multiple and innovative solutions that
are impossible to use with strict rules on implementation.
In the first six months of the existence of the ETI, the platform was a governmental strategy.
However, after this period of time the ETI continued as a non-for-profit company (ETI, n.d.).
This is not to say that the UK government is not closely linked to the initiative anymore. The
DFID provides forty percent of the funding for the ETI and the UK government incorporated
this initiative in its own international CSR strategy (ETI, n.d.; Riess & Welzel, 2006).
Furthermore, in order to stay involved and to work on new labour and human right issues that
can be caused by British businesses worldwide, the UK government has an observer status
on the ETI board, the agency in charge of this initiative (factor 2) (Knudsen, 2018). From the
start, the main task of the ETI was to identify the baselines for ethical trade and to create a
code of conduct for good labour standards in global supply chains. Furthermore, the ETI had
to find monitoring mechanisms and a way of guaranteeing independent verification for
observations of ethics code provisions (DTI, 2005). The ETI focusses on one of the issues the
mining industry is still struggling with, namely improving working conditions and human rights.
Moreover, the ETI is an example of a standard developed at a national level that is
internationally recognised as a well-functioning standard for achieving ethical trade globally.
Countries like Norway, Denmark and Sweden followed in the footsteps of the UK by developing
their own ethical trading initiative and creating a joint platform in which all the initiatives can
participate and develop new policies (ETI, 2018; ETI, 2020; Etisk Handel Norge, n.d.).
Therefore, the next section will elaborate on this initiative further to learn lessons regarding the
ways the EU could influence corporations in the energy sector into contributing to sustainability
and justice.
Reducing the negative social impacts of British companies globally is the aim of the ETI.
Corporations who joined the ETI need, first of all, to comply with (inter)national laws, to commit
themselves to integrating ethical trade into business practices, and to tackle labour and human
right issues in their supply chain. The implementation of the ETI Base Code is divided into four
steps: first, countries need to commit to the principles of the framework; second, the company
needs to identify the labour right issues existing in their supply chain; third, a plan for the
prevention, mitigation and remediation has to be developed; and finally, the annual progress
reports will help corporations to achieve the goal of ethical trading and to monitor their progress
(ETI, 2018). To offer clarity to corporations on which issues corporations need to address in
order to behave responsible, the ETI defined nine principles companies should respect (factor
1):
1. Employment for the company is freely chosen: no forced and involuntary prison
labour take place; identity papers are not used as deposits; and employees are free to
leave their employer after reasonable notice.
2. Freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining are respected:
employees have the right to establish or join trade unions and are allowed to carry out
their representative functions in the work place. Moreover, when the freedom of
association and collective bargaining is restricted under law, the employer is not
allowed to hinder the development of parallel means for independent and free
association and bargaining.
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3. Working conditions are safe and hygienic: this should be based on the knowledge of
the industry and the known specific hazards. In case of incidents the company needs
to take adequate steps to minimise the cause of hazards and to offer regular health
and safety training. Access to clean and safe sanitary facilities and food storage, as
well as (when applicable) accommodation, shall be provided.
4. Child labour shall not be used: no new recruitment of child labour is allowed to take
place. When a company discovers a child performing labour in its supply chain, the
company needs to participate and contribute to the development of policies and
programmes to transition the child to attend and remain in education until no longer a
child. Additionally, employment of young persons under 18 is not allowed at night or in
hazardous conditions.
5. Living wages are paid: wages and benefits need to meet national legal standards or
industry benchmark standards, depending on which one is higher. All workers need to
receive written and understandable information about their employment conditions and
the particulars of their wages before they enter employment. Deductions from wages
as disciplinary measures are not permitted.
6. Working hours are not excessive: working hours must comply with national laws,
collective agreements or the standards set by the International Labour Organisation,
again depending on which of these agreements affords the greater protection for
workers.
7. No discrimination is practiced: no discrimination in hiring, compensation, access to
training, promotion, termination or retirement based on race, caste, national origin,
religion, age, disability, gender, marital status, sexual orientation, union membership or
political affiliation should take place.
8. Regular employment is provided: obligations to employees under labour or social
security laws and regulations arising from the regular employment relationship shall not
be avoided through the use of fixed-term contracts of employment or other types of
contracts.
9. No harsh or inhumane treatment is allowed: (the threat of) physical abuse or
discipline, sexual harassment, verbal abuse or other forms of intimidation is prohibited
(ETI, 2018).
It has to be noted that the Base Code is seen by the ETI as a minimum standard, not to be
used to prevent companies from exceeding the standards. It is mentioned multiple times that
UK businesses operating globally first and foremost need to comply with national laws of the
host country. However, when the existence of laws is limited or when national laws offering
protection significantly below what the Base Code or other international standards prescribe,
the British membership corporations need to follow the codes or regulations that offer the most
protection to the workers or preferably also go beyond them (ETI, 2018). The UK corporations
that fulfil the criteria are rewarded with listing the name of the company as a full member on
the ETI website as an incentive to join the ETI (factor 3) (ETI, 2017).
Even though the principles of the Base Code and the implementation strategy are in place, it
is surprising that this strategy has no clear statement on how they assess the ethical
performance of UK corporations and hold them accountable for the commitments they have
made (factor 3 & 5). Private, confidential audits are seen as an effective way to check and
manage improvements towards compliance, yet there are vague publicly-stated rules on
whether suspension or withdrawal of ETI membership is possible when the principles are not
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implemented correctly (ETI, 2020). The ETI mentions that, from time to time, full members can
be reverted to foundation stage if there are concerns about their progress after which they get
the opportunity to receive support and guidance to improve ethical trade in their global supply
chain. If, after the first warning, no progress has been made a company can be suspended or
the membership can be terminated (ETI, 2017). However, how these decisions are made and
on which corporate progress reports they are based, is not publicly available and remains an
unclear internal decision. Having clear incentives and disincentives in place to combat noncompliance (factor 3) is, according to Aaronson (2003), essential for achieving global corporate
responsibility, but in the case of the ETI it is questionable which measures are in place when
commitments are not met. The Institute for Multi-Stakeholder Initiative Integrity (MSI, 2020) is
concerned about whether voluntary initiatives like the ETI that lack a comprehensive approach
to force compliance can be effective in reaching the target of sustainability and justice. The
Institute states that voluntary initiatives aimed at improving human rights often fail as they do
not fundamentally restrict corporate power, nor do they address power imbalances that drive
human rights abuses (MSI, 2020).
The ETI (2020) themselves also acknowledges that their approach does not fully work to deal
with all labour and human right issues in global supply chains. They show that the Base Code
functioned as an information tool for companies and consumers to better understand the
standards for workers and human rights. This resulted in corporations taking actions to address
these issues. Moreover, the ETI as an overarching organisation that covers multiple economic
sectors offered the opportunity to learn from practices that other corporations developed and
to improve them. Nonetheless, challenges remain mainly with achieving principle 2 and 5.
Freedom of association is still difficult to make progress on as workers lack a voice in the ETI
process and systemic and cultural issues are often too deeply rooted in society or corporations
to deliver progress on this goal. Therefore, the MSI believes that the role of multi-stakeholder
platforms should be rethought by putting the rights holders – in this case the employees – at
the centre. When their needs, desires and voices are more included, right holders can become
empowered and know how to exercise their rights and engage in guaranteeing successful
implementation of the initiative (MSI, 2020). Paying living wages is complicated by wrong
understandings of corporations of what this exactly entails. UK businesses tend to focus on
guaranteeing minimum wages for their employees and report on the achievements in this area
instead of securing living wages that can cover the basic needs and provide some discretionary
income for the employees. In general, living wages tend to be higher than the minimum wage
(ETI, 2020). It seems that more needs to be done to get a shared understanding of all the
codes and responsibilities of corporations. Considering the remaining of these challenges
some critics argue that hard regulation should be developed more often and multi-stakeholder
initiatives should not be seen as substitutes for public regulation (De la Cuesta Gonzalez &
Martinez, 2004; MSI, 2020). The ETI has developed itself over time to also take into account
this concern and to use its own network to address challenges with voluntary mechanisms, as
can be seen with the establishment of the Modern Slavery Act in 2015.
The ETI remained in close connection with the UK government after becoming an independent
organisation. They used this relationship to address issues in global supply chain management
that their initiative could not resolve. It resulted in the ETI using constructive lobbying by
combining the commercial leverage of their members to engage in conversations with the
governments about the improvement of human and labour rights beyond the scope of voluntary
initiatives (ETI, n.d.). The ETI advised to UK government to establish legally-binding policies
and, in 2015, the Modern Slavery Act passed into a law. The Act provides the government with
tools to fight modern slavery, offer protection and support for the victims of these crimes, and
the opportunity to punish perpetrating companies (Home Office, 2018). The Act is a new way
for the UK to incentivize companies to take responsibility for their business activities and
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making them aware of the importance of good corporate behaviour. After the establishment of
the Act, the ETI remained important in shaping additional legislation that supports the aim of
the Modern Slavery Act. For example, the Transparency in Supply Chains clause was
introduced, which sets the criteria for company reporting (ETI, n.d.). Corporations with an
annual turnover of 36 million pounds are now required to complete an annual slavery and
trafficking statement to the UK government (Home Office, 2018). This example shows that
voluntary initiatives created to deal with particular issues make positive contributions to
sustainability and justice in multiple ways. First, by creating standards and using their available
tools to deal with the issues at stake. Second, by using their power and network, it is possible
to give the responsibility to deal effectively with the societal issue back to the government when
it has become clear that the initiative is incapable to make beneficial contributions. This twofold
function might explain why the ETI functions relatively well and is recognised as the
international standard for combating labour and human rights in global supply chains. It shows
the potential of the interaction and the formation of networks between several key actors to
reach social transitions. It points out that social transitions are too complex to handle by only
using a top-down governmental approach and instead require multiple actors to take
responsibility and to strengthen the institutional framework through the use of their own specific
governance tools.
The final observation about the ETI that will be made here, concerns the membership
corporations. This initiative managed to get a large range of corporations on board; member
companies are retailers of food and drinks, large suppliers to the clothing industry, cosmetic
shops and stone sourcing companies (ETI, 2021). It is certainly true that the clothing industry
faces different challenges than the extraction sector and therefore might be more likely to join
an ethical trading initiative. However, a stone sourcing company already has more
commonalities with a mining company due to the fact that they both work with natural materials
whose extraction has visible effects on the environment and on the livelihoods of local
communities. What still remains striking is that not a single UK mineral extraction company
joined the initiative, while it might also be beneficial for these companies to improve the working
conditions and labour rights of their employees considering the reported cases of dangerous
working conditions, low wages and compulsory labour in the mining industry (Mancini & Sala,
2018). Ethical trading is about making sure that the products and services we use are not
created at the expense of workers in global supply chains. As the following two UK initiative
will show there are no specific rules for the extraction sector on labour rights and ethics
developed by the UK government that could contribute to equity and a fair distribution of
burdens and benefits that can explain the lack of involvement of the UK extraction industry in
the ETI. There might be potential for future development of policies and standards to increase
the involvement of the extraction industry in labour practices at both the UK and EU level.
4.1.3 Increasing transparency: Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative

The Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI) is not a strategy meant for all types of
businesses like the ETI; instead it is specifically targeting the extractive sector. This strategy
was developed as a response to issues the mining industry experienced with the lack of
revenue flow from the natural wealth of countries to their citizens. Consequently, the prospects
for sustainable development were harmed, damaged relationship between citizens,
governments and mining companies emerged, and – in the worst case – it led to tensions and
conflicts (DTI, 2005).
Campaigns from international NGOs and other societal actors on this issue in the extraction
sector led to a greater call for companies to publish about the money they pay to host
governments for the licences to extract minerals and transport the minerals abroad. They
believed that this principle of Publish-What-You-Pay would help to deal with the lack of
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transparency and government accountability (Global Witness, 1999). Responding to the
pressure of society to act upon revenue problems in their value chain, the British oil company
BP got involved in publishing the revenue allocation paid for a licence to the Angolan
government for the extraction of oil (Knudsen, 2018). The Angolan government was far from
pleased with the publication and threatened BP with the withdrawal of the contract rather than
changing their own behaviour and government spending for the benefit of sustainable
development. Oil companies learned from this experience and stated that a unilateral approach
of one company putting pressure on a government was not beneficial for tackling the problem
of revenue allocation (Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative [EITI], n.d.). The UK
government saw this societal debate and the actions of market actors as an opportunity to
develop an initiative that requires equal transparency from governments and companies to
make mineral revenues work for sustainability and justice (DTI, 2005).
In 2002, UK prime minister Blair outlined the idea of the EITI in a speech on the World Summit
on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg, after which, under the leadership of the DFID,
several consultation rounds with societal, market and governmental actors took place to
develop this further (EITI, n.d.). It resulted in the creation of the 12 EITI principles which state
that: 1) natural resource wealth can create negative economic and social impacts when
managed incorrectly and 2) natural resource wealth management is the domain of sovereign
states. In order to create public accountability, increasing the transparency by both
governments and companies in the extractive industry – in the context of respect for contracts
and laws – must be achieved (factor 1) (EITI, 2019). Eventually, in 2003 the principles and
actions to achieve transparency of payments and revenues for the extraction sector were
launched (DTI, 2005). The EITI thus came into existence through a network of UK
governmental actors, UK extractive companies and critical societal actors. In an interview with
Clare Short, the Minister for Development who played an important role in the creation of this
initiative, the role of the UK government is described as critical, “acting as a “deal maker” in an
atmosphere of mutual suspicion between the key companies and Global Witness” (Knudsen,
2018, p.172). It can be said that the UK government worked hard on creating an enabling
environment in which companies and host governments could work together on reducing the
negative consequences of the industry.
In order to test whether the established agreement would indeed function, the DFID working
together with British mineral extraction companies operating in Nigeria, Azerbaijan, Ghana and
the Kyrgyz Republic applied the standards for the first time (EITI, n.d.; Knudsen, 2018). While
it was possible to follow through on some parts of the strategy, certain flaws were recognised.
A lack of clear international rules of the game was identified as being problematic for the
effectiveness and credibility of the initiative (EITI, n.d.). The lack of rules led countries and
companies to take different approaches to implementation which generated different results
and also made it challenging to see whether progress was achieved through the initiative or
through other factors. Additionally, EITI was evolving into a disclosure standard implemented
by countries instead of the anticipated voluntary standard for companies to work on their
corporate responsibility. Lastly, the experience of the four countries showed that civil society
had to be engaged more actively in the process to ensure accountability (EITI, n.d.).
At the same time, international interest in the EITI emerged which resulted in the EITI getting
the status of an international organisation being co-ordinated by the UK government. Several
national governments, companies, NGOs, investors and other international organisations
could now become members of the EITI (Knudsen, 2018). The headquarters of the
international secretariat was placed in Oslo, Norway in 2006. The EITI board was established
in which implementing countries, societal actors and industry actors were represented and
through which the initiative is governed (factor 2). This shows the ability of more locally
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developed initiative to turn into a strategy that can be taken up by multiple states. The EU
member states all need to manage the policies and standards emerging out of the EGD,
therefore it is important to think about how different member states can all carry out
international standards and how progress can be monitored. An initiative like the EITI can offer
insights on where an international strategy for corporate responsibility need to look like and
how involvement of key actors can be secured.
Due to the problems experienced with the first application of the standard and the new
character of the EITI as an international multi-stakeholder initiative, changes in the principles
of the EITI were made. Criteria on how regular reporting should take place were set and the
requirements for implementation were sharpened to make sure that all implementing countries
would follow the same steps (EITI, n.d.). The reforms had some effect on the transparency of
the governments, particular on where they received money from and how they were spending
it. An evaluation of the EITI in 2011, however, revealed that the impact of the EITI on the
societal level was limited. The lack of links between the standards and larger public sector
reform processes and institutions was seen as the biggest obstacle for achieving change. Also
the requirements were not always in line with the 2003 principles of the EITI causing difficulties
in reaching its objectives. This led to the recommendation to realign the principles with the
requirements for implementation and to transform the EITI into a platform for wider
improvement of natural resource management (Scanteam, 2011).
In the following years, EITI stakeholders made other changes in the organisation and
requirements to bring back to role of companies in the transparency initiative, to create more
reliable and comprehensive information of money flows in the extraction sector, and to
incentives the creation of innovative ideas to make mineral extraction beneficial for
communities (EITI, n.d.). This process of constant monitoring and redesigning the initiative
shows that the EITI takes the fifth factor of Aaronson (2003), the annual assessments and
feedback moments, serious and this might help to explain why the initiative is still effective
today. The latest EITI standard dates back from October 2019. In this standard 7 requirements
for the implementation can be identified:
1. A multi-stakeholder group needs to be created that involves government, companies
and the full independent, active and effective participation of civil society.
2. Disclosure of the legal and institutional framework, including the allocation of
contracts and licences, that show how the extractive sector is managed.
3. Disclosure of information on exploration and production to better understand the
potential of the sector.
4. A comprehensive disclosure on company payments and government revenues from
the extractive industry so that this can lead to an informed public debate about the
governance of the extractive industries.
5. Disclosure of information related to revenue allocations, as to understand how
revenues are recorded in the national and subnational budgets, as well as to track
social expenditures by companies.
6. Disclosure of information related to revenue management and expenditures in order
to assess whether the extractive industries is leading to the desirable social, economic
and environmental impacts and outcomes.
7. Creating public awareness through the disclosure of understandable data and the
engagement of stakeholders in dialogue about natural resource management and the
effect use of resource revenues (EITI, 2019).
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For each of these seven requirements it is precisely documented whether governmental and/or
market actors are responsible for fulfilling the criteria and what factors needs to be taken into
account when implementing the standard or for the disclosure of information. The EITI is thus
an initiative that also focusses on the progress and behaviour of governmental actors in
contrast with the ETI that only focusses on corporate behaviour (factor 4).What seems to be
key to this initiative is the constant interaction between all the governmental, market and
societal actors. To justify and clarify where money comes from and what it is spent on,
individual companies and (local) authorities are forced to work closely together and correct
each other when there is a mismatch between information of both sides. The eventual two
reports – one from the company and the other from the government – are then subject to public
debates and the critical examination by societal actors. In this case interaction is taking place
at the lower levels of individual extraction cases; nevertheless, the creation of the multistakeholder group within a country adds another level of interaction. The multi-stakeholder
group consists out of representatives of the national government, the extraction industry and
civil society actors. Together they form a small group of people who have the task to oversee
the implementation of the EITI in the entire country and to judge all the individual extraction
cases together and draw lessons from it. They report the country results back to the EITI board
for assessment of the performance of the countries and corporations. The multi-stakeholder
group is furthermore responsible for the disclosure of information to the wider public to also
guarantee citizen involvement (EITI, 2019). This constant cooperation between all the three
actors in a society at different levels is relevant for the extraction sector that is dealing with
long and sometimes unclear supply chains. It can create the opportunity for problematic
revenue flows to be transformed into opportunities for sustainable development.
The EITI is clearly an initiative that demands responsibility from both governmental and market
actors for sustainability and justice issues (factor 4). Similar to the ETI, membership countries
and corporations are listed on the website and their progress reports are publically available.
Monitoring of the progress that each country and company is making is done by the EITI board
and measures are taken when the implementation of the requirements is not significant. The
initiative uses suspension of countries and corporations – and in the worst case delisting as a
member of the organisation – as measures to incentives all the stakeholders to adhere to their
tasks. As an additional measure, the board might suspend countries in case of political
instability or conflict that prevents the country from adhering to all the requirements, but this
does not lead to delisting. When the instability is restored, the implementation processes can
restart (EITI, 2019). Since delisting can cause harm to the reputation of a government or a
company, members of the EITI are trying to prevent being a target of this procedure. This
shows that voluntary principles can be effective when certain incentives and sanctions are
present that induce change in behaviour without the use of coercive regulation (factor 3).
4.1.4 Improving human rights: Voluntary Principles Initiative on Security and Human
Rights

Another strategy that is specifically aimed at improving value chain issues of the mining
industry is the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights (VPI). A code of conduct
that the British government developed together with the government of the United States of
America (USA) in 1999. It was launched in 2000 as the first standard specifically targeting the
extraction sector (Guáqueta, 2013; Riess & Welzel, 2006). It was a unique initiative that broke
the traditional division of tasks between mining companies and host governments as mining
companies were now also seen as the appropriate actor to deal with security issues and human
rights. Furthermore, security issues used to be a highly confidential and specialized field to
which civilians and NGOs had very limited access. With the introduction of the VPI societal
actors were also able to introduce their perspective and experience with security and human
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right abuses (Guáqueta, 2013). Currently, the initiative consists out of ten implementing states
(Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights [VPSHR], 2021a). It is a strategy
specifically targeting the extractive industries operating in conflict zones to ensure security for
employees and local inhabitants at the corporate locations in ways that promote and protect
human rights. Furthermore, the aim is to report on allegations of human rights abuses by host
governments and for companies to press for solving these issues (DTI, 2005; Riess & Welzel,
2006).
The VPI is different from the EITI in the sense that it does not focus on the responsibility for
multiple actors, instead it is a principle in which the mining industry is targeted and seen as the
one to be guided in maintaining safety, security and respect for human rights (factor 4).
Governments have, according to the VPI, the responsibility to promote and protect human
rights. Corporations should act in accordance with the (inter)national standards on these
issues. Similar to the ETI, companies should go beyond national laws when the international
standards are aiming for higher standards than the national ones (VPSHR, 2019). To offer
clarity on what corporations should take responsibility for, securing human rights and other
fundamental freedoms in relation to security issues in the extraction sector are divided into
three categories: companies should be committed to risk assessment, building fair and
responsible relations with public security actors, and building and maintaining good relations
with private security actors (factor 1) (VPSHR, 2019).
Risk assessment is dependent on credible and regular information from a broad range of
perspectives. Without the involvement of national governments, security firms, other
companies, home governments, multilateral institutions, and civil society organisations, the
extraction industry would not be able to perform a risk assessment of high quality. Therefore,
the Principles are complemented with a multi-stakeholder initiative in which all the actors can
exchange information and hold each corporation accountable for the way in which their
business activities contribute to human right abuses. Risk assessment in conflict zones should
focus on the identification of security risks caused by political, economic, civil or social factors.
Furthermore, the potential for violence and accurate information on human rights records as
well as the reputation of security and national actors should be examined. Lastly, a focus on
the rule of law present in a country; analysis of the causes and nature of local conflicts; and
the effects that equipment transfers might have on public and private security and human right
abuses should be part of the assessment of an individual mining company (VPSHR, 2019).
This shows that, even though, governments do not need to benchmark their own progress, it
is the task of corporations to monitor and report on governmental behaviour related to human
right issues and security (factor 4).
The same conclusion about factor 4 can be drawn when looking into the responsibilities of the
corporation in managing their relationship with public and private security actors. The VPI
recognises that host governments should be responsible for maintaining law and order,
security and respect for human rights. However, human right abuses might still occur and be
committed by public security forces. Also, when host governments are unable or unwilling to
provide security to mining companies, it is often necessary for extraction companies to engage
with private sector security actors. The VPI identifies the responsibility of extraction companies
to be in dialogue with public and private security actors to create awareness on human right
issues in relation to security, and to use their influence to prevent human right abuses in the
security activities meant to protect the company. Furthermore, human right abuses should be
recorded and reported and the documentation should be offered to the party committing the
crimes. In addition, the company needs to monitor the investigations and progress on the
solution to deal with the human right issues at the source of their supply chain (VPSHR, 2019).
Again, the corporation is thus responsible for monitoring governmental behaviour.
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The information corporations collect on risk assessment, and public and private security forces
are reported to the VPI Committee each year to monitor the progress of the actors participating
in the initiative and the effectiveness of the VPI (factor 5). When implementation of the
Principles is done correctly, the corporations and implementing countries are listed as
members on the VPI website. Furthermore, the VPI creates an annual progress report of all
the members and makes it publically available through their website (VPSHR, 2021b). Similar
to the EITI, suspension and withdrawal are used as disincentives to encourage continuous
compliance with the Principles (factor 3).
The VPI is seen as a good example of how governments can use convening power to deal
with sector-specific problems. It was developed as a set of standards that the UK and USA
governments wanted to apply to corporations of the extraction sector due to pressure from
societal actors on the contributions of UK and US mining corporations to conflict. Later, the
VPI developed into a multi-stakeholder platform to help corporations to gain information on the
area in which they were operating, yet the platform was at first not developed to change the
Principles itself. However, when international interest increased and more governments joined
the initiative, the multi-stakeholder platform was transformed into an international organisation
with a Committee and its own internal governance structure (factor 2) (Guáqueta, 2013). It thus
seems that the VPI was more of a top-down approach than the ETI and EITI in which interaction
and cooperation between several type of actors was of great importance form their
establishment. As a result the standards, implementation strategies, and governance
structures of the ETI and the EITI have changed multiple times throughout the years, while the
VPI remained more static until a bit more than 10 years after its establishment. The delay in
the transformation of the VPI from a bilateral agreement between two governments to an
international accountability mechanism can be explained by the influence of the USA. The UK
and the USA have different institutional characteristics on how to arrange corporate
responsibility. While the UK has a tradition of public consultations and the formation of
stakeholder platforms with relevant stakeholders to identify the issues at stake and to jointly
develop solutions, the USA has a tradition of developing regulations and strict law to deal with
supply chain issues of American corporations without the direct involvement of market actors
in the decision-making process. The fact that American corporations are used to arrange their
business activities around mandatory and imposed legal requirements means they are less
susceptible to participate in voluntary multi-stakeholder initiatives than their British
counterparts (Knudsen, 2018). This might explain why the VPI had to be developed more as a
top-down approach in which the government sets the criteria for the companies and the sole
responsibility for solving issues of security and human rights is in the hands of corporations.
The difference in institutional backgrounds is also an important point to keep in mind when
looking at the policies and strategies in the EU, especially in order to apply the lessons from
the British case study to the EU. Perhaps not all the success factors of the UK can be directly
transferred to the policies of the EU due to the institutional differences that exist between a
national and regional political organisation.
4.2 Applying Aaronson’s success factors to the UK case study
The first part of this chapter outlined how the corporate responsibility initiatives of the UK came
into being and developed over time from strategies focusing on domestic issues to foreign
policy strategies taking global issues into account. It also showed that since the establishment
of the initiatives fostering global chain responsibility, many changes in the structure and
requirements took place. This signals that the creation of initiatives is an ongoing process
without a clear end and the effectiveness of the initiatives depends on the continuous
development and adaptations to changing conditions worldwide. The first part of this chapter,
furthermore, made references to the success factors identified by Aaronson (2003). The
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second part of this chapter will elaborate on this further to examine whether those factors can
offer an explanation for the effectiveness of the ETI, EITI and VPI.
The International Strategic Framework for CSR that was discussed in section 4.1.1, clearly
stated the need for the development of voluntary initiatives instead of coercive mechanisms
such as regulation. This is something that could be recognised in the ETI, EITI and the VPI
which are all based on the voluntary involvement of market actors. Another promise of the
British CSR strategy was that corporate responsibility would consist out of the triple goal of
improving social, economic and environmental conditions globally. The examination of the
three initiatives, however, reveals that even though the definition offered by the government
consist out of the usual three pillars of sustainability, most of the initiatives that are recognised
to be effective have primarily social and economic goals. The ETI wants to resolve social
problems related to working conditions and to improve the economic situation of workers in the
supply chain of British companies. EITI is also focussed on the better distribution of economic
benefits and subsequently contributes to sustainable development of citizens in countries
where mineral extraction takes place. The VPI is an initiative that is narrower in scope by its
focus on the social perspective only. The Framework is the vision of the UK on what they want
to achieve, but as the example of the definition on sustainability makes clear, not everything
stated in this document can be recognised in the actual policy output. Therefore, this document
might say less about the relationship between governmental and market actors which makes
it difficult to apply Aaronson’s (2003) factors. The Framework thus mainly served as a tool to
explain why the initiatives developed in a certain direction and only an attempt will be made to
draw conclusions on Aaronson’s theory (2003) for the ETI, EITI and VPI.
The UK government managed to deliver relative successful international initiatives to deal with
specific societal problems by the facilitating role they played in bringing several actors together.
Looking at the theory of Aaronson (2003), the analysis of the UK policies reveals that many of
the factors she identified to be of relevance for explaining how governments can successfully
influence market behaviour were present (see Figure 5). In all the initiatives, a clear statement
was made about what corporations need to address and what they should take responsibility
for (factor 1). Each of the initiatives has one agency in charge that oversees implementation
of the standards and assess progress reports of corporations – and, in the case of EITI, also
country records (factor 2). The DTI or the DFID falling under the responsibility of the CSR
minister remained the two UK government departments that stayed involved in all the initiatives
and served as points of contact for corporations willing to participate. So from the government
also clarity remained on who is responsible for the overall CSR practices. The corporate
responsibility initiatives, furthermore, had incentives and disincentives in place to make sure
that the corporations that voluntarily choose to join the initiatives make progress in combating
the issues present in their supply chain instead of using registration as some kind of green
washing strategy (factor 3). All the initiatives choose to use the listing of members on their
website as an incentive to encourage participation and good behaviour. Furthermore, shaming
techniques by suspending or delisting corporations from the initiatives in case of noncompliance are the disincentives used. For the uptake of corporate responsibility it is important
that governmental actors assess their own behaviour and progress (factor 4). The EITI shows
that when business actors and governmental actors do this simultaneously a stronger
approach to deal with the issues at stake is formed and also kept into existence through the
constant renegotiation of the position, accountability and responsibility of all the actors.
However, this factor is less recognisable in the ETI and VPI. The ETI is an initiative that only
focusses on market actors, while the VPI puts the responsibility for benchmarking human rights
progress of governments in the hands of corporate actors. It is thus the question whether the
fourth factor is as relevant for explaining the success of the UK initiatives in comparison with
the other identified factors. The final factor mentioned by Aaronson (2003) is the annual
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assessment of governmental programs and corporate behaviour to understand the
effectiveness of the strategies and policies and implement change when necessary. This factor
can be recognised in all the three initiatives since annual progress of corporate behaviour is
performed by all initiatives and the constant reviewing process of the strategies resulted in new
implementation principles and governance structures, as can for example be seen in the
assessment of the EITI.
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Figure 5: Performance of UK initiatives on the factors of Aaronson
(Green = factor present; orange = factor present to a certain extent; red = factor could not be recognised)

The factors identified by Aaronson seem to be crucial for explaining the effectiveness of the
UK governmental approach towards corporate responsibility. However, as can already be seen
in Figure 5, two other factors played an important role in the relationship between market and
governmental actors. First, looking at the initiatives developed for the extraction sector
specifically, the EITI and VPI show that information disclosure is key. Disclosure of information
to a wide public makes accountability possible and urges the involvement of a broad range of
actors. For the analysis of the ETI, it was difficult to gain access to publicly available data on
company progress or the process of suspension and delisting. Therefore, the organisation
might lose a bit more credibility in comparisons with the EITI where all data can be found on
the organisations website. The VPI has progress reports available and for the first time offer
insights to societal actors in the field of security. Creating transparency could therefore be
relevant in explaining why the UK initiatives gained international importance. Second, the
constant interaction between multiple actor groups instead of a top-down approach in which
the government decides everything by itself, is a relevant factor explaining the success of the
UK initiatives. Through dialogue the concerns of societal and market actors and the challenges
they experience with implementing practices can be taken into account from the start and make
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the strategy a tool that is adapted to practical experiences. Furthermore, the existing network
between corporations and governmental actors can also lead to finding alternative solutions
as the ETI showed through their help in the formation of the Modern Slavery Act. The analysis
of the UK made clear that UK businesses are willing to collaborate with critical societal actors
on identifying problems and finding common solutions. They are, moreover, accepting the role
of the government as a facilitator and guide in this entire process. The UK government thus
emphasizes cooperation between businesses, local governmental organisations, unions,
consumers and other stakeholder as a way forward to develop innovative approaches to deal
with certain societal issues. It means that sustainability and justice concerns are not solely the
responsibility of one of the actors identified in the transition management literature.
In conclusion, the theory of Aaronson (2003) can be used as a tool to examine the European
strategies, yet, to fully understand the potential of the EU strategies those initiatives should
also be evaluated on the additional factors identified through the assessment of the UK
policies. As Guáqueta (2013) puts it, the success of voluntary initiatives can also depend on
the ‘transparency norm’ and the ‘participatory norm’.
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5. Assessment of policies and strategies European Union
This chapter will focus on the policies and strategies developed at the European level. Here,
the relationship between government and market actors will be analysed based on the factors
identified in the UK analysis. The analysis will reveal whether the lack of some of these factors
might be helpful for understanding the currently failing of EU strategies.
5.1 Corporate responsibility in the policies and strategies of the EU
Through the years, the EU has developed several strategies and ideas on the future of the
Union. At first, creating peace and rising prosperity were the key goals for the integration of
member states. Later, political integration and expansion of the EU with former communist
countries put different issues and priorities on the agenda. Currently, globalisation,
technological and demographical changes, and environmental challenges has changed the
future perspective and goals for European integration again (Aiginger & Schratzenstaller,
2016). The environment is now a key factor in the policy arena which resulted in the new
strategy – the EGD. The success of the implementation of such strategies partly depends on
the functioning of the European institutions, but their uptake by key economic and civil society
actors is even more critical (Moon, Anastasiadis & Viganò, 2009). In this sense, corporate
responsibility is an important tool to foster compliance by market actors or to encourage them
to go beyond the set requirements. There is critique on the current EU industrial policies for
corporate responsibility on how they lack power to make the ambition of the EGD reality
(Pettifor, 2019; Pianta & Luchesse, 2020). It is argued that current policies do not offer a
coherent macroeconomic framework that encourages the achievement of the climate targets,
nor has the capability to mobilize resources for a fair transition. Pianta and Lucchese (2020)
state that the EU should develop a more ambitious industrial strategy for reorienting the EU
toward a more environmentally sustainable Union that can also manage structural change and
ensure outcomes. They see the absence of a clear set of incentives to implement sustainability
into corporate practices and the lack of official political constraints to push member states into
nationally implementing the EGD as problematic. Furthermore, the EGD has either no
relationship with fiscal policy in the EU or the existing policies are too narrow and based on
benefits for Europe’s Single Market instead of a broader perspective including more than
economic factors. Lastly, the EU as a governmental organisation is not involved enough in
incentivizing corporations to make riskier – but socially desirable – green investments and to
create innovative approaches for sustainability (Pianta & Luchesse, 2020). To better
understand why the current EU policies and strategies are failing to contribute to realising the
vision of the EGD, this section will discuss relevant strategies the EU has in place for pressing
market actors into following the goals of the EU. An analysis of the following documents will
be given: the European CSR strategy of 2011-2014; the Raw Materials Initiative (RMI) in
combination with the Critical Raw Materials Report (CRMR); the European Business and
Human Right guidelines (EBHR); the European Eco-management and Audit Scheme (EMAS);
and the Conflict Minerals Regulation (CMR),.
5.1.1 Vision of the EU: CSR strategy of the EU

The latest CSR policy strategy of the EU dates back from 2011 and was supposed to cover
the period until 2014. However, after this moment, the EU did not develop a renewed strategy
but continued to base their interaction with market actors on the aims set in this document.
Similar to their British counterpart, this strategy sets out the ambition of the EU and focusses
less on the actual role market actors should play and which strategies they are supposed to
implement in their business practices. Therefore, this document will also serve as a tool to
understand why the upcoming initiatives developed in a certain direction and why they focus
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on particular issues and use certain instruments for compliance, rather than a document to
which all the factors of Aaronson (2003) can be applied.
Corporate responsibility is defined by the European Commission (EC) as “the responsibility of
enterprises for their impacts on society” (European Commission [EC], 2011, p.6). This
definition is less clear than the previous statement of the EU that corporate responsibility is “a
concept whereby companies integrate social and environmental concerns in their business
operations and in their interaction with their stakeholders on a voluntary basis” (EC, 2001, p.
6). In the 2011 definition it seems that impacts can include more than only social and
environmental issues, such as their economic impacts and ethical considerations related to
their business practices. Furthermore, impacts can point to the positive impacts of corporations
as well as the negative impacts which they should address. Moreover, the removal of the
“voluntary basis” leaves space for other type of mechanisms that can be implemented by the
EU to encourage corporations into following their predetermined goals. It can, for example,
offer the opportunity to use strict regulation and laws which have to be implemented by member
states of the EU to reduce the negative impacts of European. The EU has a history in shifting
between voluntary principles and hard regulation to impact corporate behaviour. In 2001,
attempts have been made to design a type of legal framework for corporate responsibility, yet
this was not favourably received and therefore until the changes in this document the emphasis
was on voluntary initiatives (Moon, 2004). However, from previous EU corporate responsibility
strategies the Commission learned that complementary regulation can play an important role
in addressing negative corporate impacts and in some cases be more effective than voluntary
initiatives. Further in the strategy the European Commission points out that “for most small and
medium-sized enterprises […] the CSR process is likely to remain informal and intuitive” (EC,
2011, p.6). This signals that the creation of regulation is more likely to take place for multinational corporations.
Another experience from previous EU CSR strategies is that a clear formulation of what is
expected from companies and company transparency on social and environmental issues has
been lacking (EC, 2011). Therefore in the 2011 strategy more attention is paid to these
challenges of EU policymaking. To clarify what they need to do, the EC states that corporations
should take responsibility for human rights issues, wrongful labour and employment practices,
environmental issues, bribery and corruption. It is recognised that in order to address these
problems corporations need to develop long-term strategic approaches to CSR, develop
innovative products, services and business models, and carry out risk-based due diligence
through their entire supply chain to which the corporations should respond with the creation of
action plans. In regard to due diligence schemes the disclosure of non-financial information
and the exchange of information with relevant stakeholders are seen as tools to increase
transparency (EC, 2011). The Commission thus mentions several key points that they consider
to be important steps for corporations to take. However, they also recognise that market actors
are not the only ones that have a role to play in changing behaviour. It is stated that public
authorities at all levels should create an enabling environment and, when necessary, create
complementary regulation to the already existing voluntary initiatives. Societal actors are seen
by the EC as organisations that should identify problems and put pressure on market actors to
address these issues or help them to develop solutions together (EC, 2011). This emphasis
on the complementary role of societal actors can come from the limited impact CSR policy of
the EU used to have in the past. The EC sees the need for a multi-stakeholder approach that
includes the views of corporations, societal actors and members states as crucial for the
development of better policies and strategies to improve corporate responsibility (EC, 2011).
Even though some attention is spent on the expectations for market and societal actors, most
parts of the strategy focus on the role of the EU – and to some extent its member states – in
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encouraging good corporate responsibility. The EC has put several points on the agenda to
which they commit themselves. First of all, the Commission wants to promote dialogue with
corporations and relevant stakeholders to enhance the visibility of corporate responsibility and
to disseminate good practices. A strong focus will be put on sectoral approaches since not all
industries face the same problems or have the same capacity to deal with the issues at stake.
Furthermore, responsible supply chain management is at the centre of attention due to the
global nature of European business practices. Second, the EU wants to work on trust building
for corporations to address greenwashing and to create a common understanding and
expectations for all the relevant stakeholders. Third, the Commission wants to create a platform
for corporations to develop a code of good practice for self- and co-regulation exercises that
can improve voluntary initiatives. Fourth, the market reward for CSR has to be increased
through facilitating more responsible consumption and considering requirements for
investment funds and financial institutions to provide information about how ethical and
responsible a certain investment is. Another way to increase the market reward is for the EU
to make their public procurement comply with agreed social environmental criteria and thereby
rewarding corporations that show responsible behaviour. Fifth, the EC wants to improve
company disclosure of social and environmental information. Sixth, the integration of CSR in
education, training and research should be strengthened to develop the skills necessary for
practicing responsible business activities. Seventh, (sub-)national CSR policies need to be
reviewed and developed further to address the negative impact of corporations with
headquarters in EU member states. Finally, the Commission committed itself to aligning
European and global approaches to CSR in order to foster better governance and inclusive
growth in developing countries (EC, 2011, p. 8-11).
As already mentioned in the introduction, the EU has – as a result of treaty agreements – no
opportunity to create (legally-binding) regulations and policy when there is no clear connection
with the economic objectives of the Union (Knill & Liefferink, 2013). This is also something that
can be recognized in the 2011 CSR strategy. Here, the development of EU policies is justified
by the contributions corporate responsibility can make to “the European Union’s treaty
objectives of sustainable development and a highly competitive social market economy” (EC,
2011, p.3). The second part of this quote refers solely to economic objectives while the notion
of sustainable development seems to imply that the EU is not only a Union connected by
economic goals but also by social and environmental objectives. However, Pallemaerts’ (2013)
research on the development of sustainable development policies of the EU shows that the
meaning of sustainable development needs to be critically examined before drawing such
conclusions. He showed that, at first, the EU considered policies combining economic, social
and ecological objectives to be strategies to improve sustainable development, but this
changed with the adaptation of the Lisbon Strategy. In this strategy the vision of the EU
becoming the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world by 2010
was established. Sustainable economic growth, more and better jobs, as well as creating social
cohesion, became cornerstones of EU policies. These priorities changed the meaning of
sustainable development to only include economic and social objectives. However, in 2001 the
EC excluded the social pillar of sustainable development from the definition arguing that social
issues were covered by other European agreements. Seeing sustainable development only as
an economic objective was strengthened after the 2008 economic crisis and the related
development of the Europe 2020 strategy (Pallemaerts, 2013). So, around the time the 2011
CSR strategy was developed, sustainable development was reduced to notions of sustainable
growth and green economy. It can therefore be argued that sustainable development in this
strategy equals improving the economic performance of corporations and society. This has
consequences for what the EU expects corporations to do when addressing their (global)
impacts. Better policies and strategies might for example exist on labour and employment
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issues since it directly relates to economic consequences of business activities, while policies
for environmental concerns might be less developed since this is not included in the EU’s
understanding of sustainable development. In light of the EGD, it needs to be said that the idea
of sustainable development might be changing. The strong focus on sustainability and justice
can lead to the inclusion of social and environmental objectives in future strategies for
corporate responsibility.
5.1.2 EU vision of the extraction sector: Raw Materials Initiative and the Critical Raw
Materials Report

In 2008 the EU developed the Raw Materials Initiative (RMI) to secure access to raw materials
that are important for the European shift towards a resource efficient economy and for
achieving the goal of sustainable development (EC, 2008). This strategy, again, is not a guide
for companies on how they should act, rather it shows the vision of the EU specifically for the
extraction sector. Therefore, also here, the factors of Aaronson (2003) are not applied to the
documents instead they serve as background information for the strategies related to
European energy transition.It is important to note that the original initiative only covers nonenergy minerals, but in the Critical Raw Materials Report (CRMR) of 2020 this was extended
to also include critical raw materials that are relevant for achieving the energy transition of the
Green Deal (EC, 2020d).
The RMI identifies two main issues with the supply of raw materials. First the EU does not have
sufficient access to the materials within its own territory and is therefore highly dependent on
the import of the minerals for the development of its key economic sectors. Most of these
minerals are located in countries that do not have a market-based system or are politically
and/or economically unstable which has consequences for the constant supply and access of
the EU to these raw materials. Second, the competiveness of the European industry is
threatened by fundamental changes in global markets. The development of emerging countries
will maintain high pressure on raw material demand and these countries pursue industrial
strategies that are established to protect the resources in their country to use \for their own
industries. Another concern related to the competitiveness of the EU is the concentration and
integration of mining companies that leads to less competition and thus higher prices for users
down in the supply chain (EC, 2008). The CRMR (2020d) recognises the same problem of
securing access to raw materials and adds to this the issue that the EU might replace the
reliance on fossil fules with one on raw materials by shifting to renewable energy sources.
A difference in the rethorics of the 2020 CRMR and the 2008 RMI is the focus on sustainability.
In the RMI, raw materials are only connected to the value and importance they have for the
European economy and therefore securing access to raw materials is key (EC, 2008). In
contrast, CRMR connects raw materials to the transition to a circular economy, adding
sustainability to the equation. CRMR states that economic growth should be decoupled from
resource use, the use of raw materials should be kept within the planetary boundaries, and
attention should be paid to wellbeing of people involved in global supply chains (EC, 2020d).
This means that securing access to raw materials for economic purposes is not the only goal,
in addition, sustainability and responsibility are significant objectives. The changes in the
initiative might relate to the earlier discussion on the meaning of sustainable development for
the EU. Here, we have seen an example of how the economic perspective on corporate
responsibility and issues occuring in the extraction of raw materials started to include more
than economic objectives due to the renewed interest in sustainability and justice instead of
sustainable growth.
Another contrast between the two documents is the understanding of the problems that occur
in global supply chains of extraction companies. The RMI mainly focusses on social aspects
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of sustainable development that need to be adressed in the mining industry by, for example,
pointing out the risk of violent conflicts, the lack of good governance, and issues with the
respect for labour rights (EC, 2008). The CRMR is, beside the economic and social
consequences of mineral extraction, more focussed on the environmental issues that might
occur. Especially in regard to the transition to a low-carbon economy, the European
Commission notices that “shifting the burden of curbing emissions to other parts of the
economic chain may simply cause new environmental and social problems, such as heavy
metal pollution, habitat destruction, or resource depletion” (EC, 2020d, p. 5-6). The supply
chain issues that the EU wants to reduce are now thus based on economic, social and
environmental concerns. This can also be recognised in the renewed RMI strategy. In the RMI,
the EU based their policy response on problematic raw material extraction on three pillars:
1. Ensuring access to raw materials from international markets under the same
conditions as other industrial competitors;
2. Set the right framework conditions within the EU in order to foster sustainable supply
of raw materials from European sources;
3. Boost overall resource efficiency and promote recycling to reduce the EU’s
consumption of primary raw materials and decrease the relative import dependence
(EC, 2008, p.5-6).
All three pillars are still mentioned in the CRMR, but they are framed differently. The emphasis
is now more on sustainable and responsible sourcing and building resilient value chains while
at the meantime achieving the above mentioned goals (EC, 2020d). The policy tools for global
supply chain management that the EU wants to deploy did not change. The EU continues to
see a significant role for international cooperation and building strategic partnerships as a kind
of raw material diplomacy. Furthermore, the EU aims to support international established
initatives that support transparency of the extraction sector, such as the UK’s EITI. Finally, the
trade and development policies of the EU are seen as relevant tools to enhance raw material
access and strengthen the framework of states delivering these materials to reduce the
negative externalities that can occur during extraction and trading (EC, 2008; EC, 2020d). It
becomes clear from both documents that the EU considers disclosure of corporate information
and transparency as means to create awareness amongst market actors about issues in their
supply chain and offers corporations the opportunity to address them.
To put the ideas of the RMI into practice and to establish the role market actors can play in
succesfully implementing the strategy, the European Innovative Partnership on Raw Materials
(EIP) was established. Similair to the role the UK government played as a facilitator to bring
multiple parties together to develop voluntary initiatives, the EU saw the creation of this multistakeholder platform as a way to achieve the same. The aim was to create concrete actions
and mobilize stakeholders to implement them and to securing funding for research and
innovation for the challenges related to non-energy raw materials (EC, n.d. a). Even though
the establishment of the partnership led to interaction between several actors that were
previously limited engaged in each others practices, it did not lead to a practical approach for
market actors to deal with supply chain issues. The so-called Strategic Implementation Plan
identified the priority areas on which the EC and the EU member states should work on instead
of the exact role of societal and market actors (EIP, 2013). As a result of the adaptations to the
RMI that were made in the CRMR, the inclusion of energy raw materials led to the development
of a new multistakeholder platform in 2020: the European Raw Materials Alliance (ERMA,
2021). The Alliance is specifically meant for identifying barriers, opportunities and investment
cases for sustainable and responsibly sourcing of energy raw materials and can be expanded
to other raw materials later on. Based on the research of the Alliance and the cooperation of
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relevant stakeholders a governance framework should be established and objectives for
project-based work should be set (EC, 2020d). The future must reveal whether this new
platform will be able to produce an industrial strategy that help market actors to address the
negative impacts of mineral extraction.
5.1.3 Improving human and labour rights: European Business and Human Right
Guidelines

Keeping in mind the overall aim of EU’s corporate responsibility strategy and the more specific
targets set for the extraction sector by the RMI and CRMR, it is important to look into initiatives
that were developed to reduce supply chain issues of European corporations operating
internationally. In the 2011 CSR strategy, it is stated that the EU should focus more on human
right issues that occur in the supply chain and business activities of European corporations
(EC, 2011). The development of the European Business and Human Right guidelines (EHBR)
is considered a step forward in reducing human and labour right violations (European Union
External Action Service [EEAS], 2021).
Qttention of the EU to the role of human rights in business activities and international trading
increased as a result of the CSR strategy of 2011 and was put on the political agenda by the
introduction of the European Action Plan on Human Rights and Democracy in 2015. This
Action Plan was developed to create a human rights approach which prevents and adresses
conflicts and crises as well as enhances policy coherence between human rights and the
external aspects of EU policy (Council of the European Union, 2015). Improving human rights
has to take place in several parts of society and is both an internal and external question.
Therefore, this document contains many different policy fields of the EU and many
responsibilities for member states that go far beyond business activities only. However, the
Action Plan has two chapters that are specifically relevant for how the EU sees the role of
market actors in human rights issues. In the first chapter, the EU set the goal for the European
Union External Action Service (EEAS), the EC and member states of the EU to link CSR
practices and human rights more closely together. National action plans should be developed
to help corporations implement United Nation’s and national CSR strategies into their business
practices in order to create awareness of the issues present in their value chain which can
then be addressed. Furthermore, the EU acknwledges the need for the development and
implementation of European Business and Human Rights guideliness (Council of the EU,
2015). In the second chapter, the EU focusses on their trade and investment policies in order
to guide corporations into taking into account international human rights problems. The EU
considers the development of a methodologically-sound approach for the analysis of human
rights impacts necessary in order to create a homogeneous impact assessment system that
can be implemented by all corporations supplying to the EU. The impact assessment supports
corporations in identifying problems in their business activities and finding solutions to them.
Moreover, awareness has to be created on internationally recognised principles and
guideliness – such as the International Labour Organisations principles on which the ETI is
also based. Creating awareness might lead to the implementation of these principles by
European companies, possibly reducing human right issues in their supply chain (Council of
the EU, 2015).
The Action Plan set out the steps the EU and its member states should undertake to reduce
human right issues associated with European policies and economic practices. Based on the
goals identified in the Action Plan, the EEAS aimed for the creation of a due diligence scheme.
Due diligence is the process in which businesses or investors identify their actual and potential
adverse impacts and collect information about the risk and opportunities to prevent or mitigate
the issues in their supply chain (EC, n.d. b). By creating this type of scheme the EU would be
able to fulfill its promise of connecting corporate responsibility and human rights to each other
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and to improve human rights in the trade and investment. The concept of human rights covers
a broad range of freedoms and rights for humanity. It can refer to economic, social, cultural,
civil and political rights (United Nations, n.d.). The EEAS considers economic rights – more
specifically labour rights – to be a priority for the EU (factor 1). Therefore, the EBHR guideliness
which the EEAS developed only focus on this particular issue (EEAS, 2021).
The EBHR Guideline is meant to offer European companies a practical guide to implement
due diligence practices and to incentivise corporations to also use international standards on
corporate responsibility and due diligence. According to the EU, due diligence has to be
focused on the possible negative impacts of EU corporations’ activities, products or services
and on the impacts linked to its business relationships. It thus involves the behaviour and
practices of their susbsidaries, suppliers and contractors. Furthermore, they recognise that
business impacts can differently affect different groups in society and therefore corporations
should also report on how they think, for example, women or religious and ethnic minorities
will be impacted (EEAS, 2021). Borrowing from the OECD due diligence framework, the EU
identifies the following six steps to be necessary for corporations to undertake:
1. Embed responsible business conduct into the company’s policies and management
systems;
2. Identify and assess actual or potential adverse impacts in the company’s operations,
supply chains and business relationships;
3. Cease, prevent and mitigate adverse impacts;
4. Track implementation and results;
5. Communicate how impacts are adressed;
6. Provide for or cooperate in remediation when appropriate (EEAS, 2021, p. 4).
The Guideline provides additional information on what kind of information or labour right risks
European corporations need to collect and research. For step 1 corporations need to stipulate
zero-tolerance policy for forced labour and develop a policy on how the corporation will deal
with labour right issues that might occur in their supply chain. Attention should also be given
on how to guarantee that risks or instances of labour right issues can be reported without the
fear of reprisals for the person that reports these issues. Lastly, corporations need to
communicate the concept of labour issues to their staff and create awareness on it. For step 2
of the due diligence scheme, the EU expects corporations to identify country risk factors that
might exacerbate labour right issues (e.g. legal regime, political stability, labour right policies);
labour right risk factors linked to migration and informality; risk factors linked to presence of
debt risk factors. Furthermore, a stakeholder analysis should help to assess the risks specific
to supply chain segments, and strategies should be developed to offer support to stakeholders
that need to address labour rights. Moreover, the corporation needs to determine the way they
will deal with business relationships that harm labour rights (EEAS, 2021, p. 5-8). It should also
be mentioned that the EBHR Guideliness mention that the risk for forced labour is high within
the mining sector. Businesses with a supply chain in this sector should especially be careful
with raw materials that come from an unknow destination or from a high-risk origin. European
extraction companies or importers need to obtain and verify information on the source of
extraction and the labour conditions of these sites. When raw materials originate from a highrisk area it is advised to search for other suppliers (EEAS, 2021, p. 9).
Even though this guideline offers insights on the first two – and to a lesser extent on the third
– step of due diligence, it remains to be seen whether it is an effective tool for reducing human
right issues of European businesses. The guideliness offered by the EEAS are voluntarily and
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there is no mentioning of if and how the EU is going to value the due diligence reports of the
corporations and monitor their progress (factor 2 & 5). What the consequences are when
labour right issues occur or are not addressed in accordance with the action plan of the
company is also unclear. No (dis)incentives are present in the EBHR Guideliness to encourage
companies to carry out due diligence schemes and to keep up to their action plans to adress,
prevent or mitigate human right issues (factor 3).
5.1.4 Increasing environmental sustainability: European Eco-Management and Audit
Scheme

All the previously discussed policies and strategies – including the ones from the UK – focused
on social and economical issues that can occur in global supply chains of business activities
or more specifically in the extraction sector. These initiatives thus have the potential to
contribute to equity and a fair sharing of burdens and benefits resulting from business
practices. The ambition of both the UK and EU was to also contribute to environmental
sustainability, however, in the actual strategies, limited attention was paid to ways to achieve
this. In 1995, the EU adopted an initiative that only focusses on the improvement of the
environmental performance of organisations, namely the European Eco-Management and
Audit Scheme (EMAS).
The EMAS aims at improving the environmental performance of businesses that choose to
implement this certification scheme “by the establishment and implementation of
environmental management systems by organisations, evaluation of the performance of such
systems, provision of information on environmental performance, an open dialogue with the
public and other interested parties and the active involvement of employees” (EC, 2018, p. 18).
The EU identifies management challenges as well as supply chain risks and opportunities as
key areas to which the EMAS contributes. Furthermore, the EU focusses on performance
measurement, employee engagement, and stakeholder involvement as distinctive features for
corporations to work on while increasing their environmental performance (factor 1) (EC, 2012,
p. 3). Looking more closely into the management challenges, EMAS wants to contribute to
solving the issues of resource efficiency, climate protection and CSR Resource efficiency is
seen as an important goal to work on for corporations working with raw materials, since the
EU recognises the unsustainable practices of resource extraction and the shortage in the
supply of these minerals as pointed out in the RMI and the CRMR. Becoming more resource
efficient should reduce the use of resources and therefore also the environmental impacts and
operating costs of corporations. Climate protection is another key management challenge
since more and more actors hold companies accountable for their contributions to global
climate change. Through EMAS, corporations are able to monitor their environmental
performance after which possibilities for lowering emissions or other measures can be
distinguished. Corporate responsibility is, similar to climate protection, a demand that is often
voiced by several actors as an area corporations have to pay more attention to. In the
documents on EMAS it is recognised that corporate responsibility should ideally cover
environmental, economic, and social issues that are addressed by corporations. However, the
EMAS can not help European companies to work on all three of these pillars, but instead
covers the environmental dimension completely (EC, 2012). The importance of employee
engagement in environmental management activities and training opportunities that
corporations should offer can, nevertheless, bring about changes in labour and employement
conditions and contribute to taking the social pillar of corporate responsibility into account. This
is only not the main goal of EMAS. The risks and opportunities EMAS is focussing on relate to
legal compliance, supply change management and green public procurement, and credible
information. The same as with many of the UK strategies, EMAS states that corporations are
required to comply with the legal requirements of the countries they are operating in, but also
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sees that market actors experience difficulties with achieving this. Therefore, EMAS offers the
opportunity for a compliance check by independent environmental verifiers to ensure
commitment to laws and act upon areas where legal requirements are not met (EC, 2012). For
supply chain management EMAS can be helpful as the reporting system is also designed for
global business activities that can reduce the environmental risks up- and downstream in the
supply chain. Lastly, similar to the EITI, EMAS points out the importance of transparency and
information provision. Corporations are obliged to disclose an annual public environmental
statement that is verified by an independent organisation communicated (digitally) and
accessible for interested parties (additional factors) (EC, 2012; EC, 2018).
To achieve improvements in management challenges, reduce risks, and improve the
involvement of stakeholders and a corporation’s own employees, environmental reporting is
key (factor 5). Environmental reports of all corporations need to address the same issues each
year to make comparison and assessment of the evironmental performance of an organisation
possible and to be able to compare several corporations within the same sector (EC, 2012).
The environmental reports consist out of three main areas: the environmental statement, the
environmental performance indicators, and information about local accountability. The
environmental statement should include information about the organisation’s acticities,
products/services and the relationship with other organisations; the environmental policy and
governance structure; the direct and indirect environmental aspects and how the organisation
aims to reduce impacts and improve their environmental performance; the main legal
provisions to which the organisation should comply; and information on the organisation that
verified the information and performance of the corporation (EC, 2018). EMAS set core
environmental performance indicators that all the organisations that join the initiative need to
report on. This includes the energy consumption and generation of a corporation; the materials
used; their water use, the waste generation and when applicable the amount of hazardous
waste a company produces; the type of land-use with regard to biodiversity; and the generation
of emissions. Besides the standard performance indicators, the corporation needs to report on
direct and indirect environmental aspects and impacts that relate to their core business
activities (EC, 2018). This is relevant for ensuring that also the environmental impacts that are
sector specific are taken into account and problems are addressed when necessary. To make
sure that local accountability can be guaranteed, “organisations shall ensure that the significant
environmental impacts of each site are clearly identified and reported within the corporate
environmental statement” (EC, 2018, p. 23). For corporations operating worldwide, this
criterion is relevant as it requires them to collect information on multiple dimensions of their
supply chain and at different localities. For instance, environmental impacts can differentiate
depending on the geographical characteristics of that particular place and, therefore, other
measures might need to be taken to address the occuring issues in comparison with business
activities of the same corporation operating in other localities.
A key feature of EMAS is the verification of the provided information and on-sight visits by
external and independent environmental verifiers. These organisations are required to present
their findings to the EMAS body that each EU member state has (factor 5). When the
conclusion is drawn that environmental reporting of the corporation is correct and the steps to
address environmental issues in the supply chain of that corporation are followed up on, the
corporation is registered by the EU member states in a public accessible data base. After
registration, the corporation can use the EMAS logo as a prove of good environmental
behaviour (EC, 2012). It is also the task of EU member states to annually check whether
corporations are still complying to the legal and voluntary principles of EMAS and to offer
support when this is not the case. As with many voluntary initiatives, member states are
allowed to use suspension or deletion from the EMAS register as tools for ongoing non51

compliance and in this way use shaming as a technique to encourage compliance to the
environmental standards (factor 3) (EC, n.d. c).
What becomes particularly clear from EMAS is that this scheme is only targetting European
corporations and lays the responsibility for good environmental practices solely in the hands
of market actors (factor 4). The role of the EU and how they can take responsibility for securing
best environmental behaviour from corporations is pointed out once. When refering to green
public procurement, EMAS states: “Europe’s public authorities have a high purchaising power.
[…] Many public authorities on EU, national and regional levels implement strict Green Public
Procurement (GPP) policies and take environmental factors into account when buying
products and services” (EC, 2012, p. 13). Governmental actors thus have the power to decide
which corporations can supply to their projects. EMAS registration and certification are
considered a criterion governmental actors can use to decide whether the environmental
performance of a corporation is sufficient enough to do business with them. An economic
incentive for corporations to join the EMAS initiative could thus be that they can provide more
services or products to the EU since governmental actors are more likely to engage with EMAS
certified corporations. Another incentive can be the regulatory relief that some European
member states offer to organisations that can show – through the legal compliance check –
that they adhere to legal requirements of host countries. Those corporations can sometimes
be excempted from environmental inspections, are able to have less frequent renewals of their
permits or their permit application receives priority over non-EMAS registered businesses.
Furthermore, governmental authorities do offer financial advantages to EMAS certified
corporations such as a reduction in waste fees or lower costs for obtaining certain industrial
permits (factor 3) (EC, 2012). In contrast with the EBHR guideliness on reporting on labour
right issues, the EMAS offers market actors clear guideness for managing environmental
impacts in global supply chains and in return the EMAS certification provides the European
corporations with incentives to improve their environmental conditions. This might explain why,
as Whitford and Provost (2019) discuss in their research on the effectiveness of environmental
schemes, government support or attention to environmental performance schemes increases
the likelihood that businesses participate in environmental initiatives which makes EMAS
relatively successful in most EU member states (Withford & Provost, 2019).
5.1.5 Responsible mineral extraction: Conflict Minerals Regulation

The previous European policies and standards were all based on the voluntary involvement of
market actors, however, as the CSR strategy of 2011 already made clear the EU is – unlike
the UK – not only bound to the development of voluntary initiatives. The Conflict Minerals
Regulation (CMR) is an example of a EU legally-binding initiative that helps corporations to
take into account sustainability and justice issues in their entire supply chain. Another
difference with the other EU documents discussed in this chapter is that they were focussed
on all European corporations while the CMR is specifically targetting businesses of the
extraction sector. The regulation was developed as a result of pressure from societal actors
and public consultations with market actors on the problems they experienced with the
responsible sourcing of minerals. Societal actors raised awareness about the fact that
European corporations were not held accountable for their (potential) connection to illicit
extraction of and trade in minerals from conflict areas. Since there were no effective policies
in place to combat human right issues related to such conflicts, European citizens and societal
organisations called on the EC to make a legislative proposal to hold corporations accountable
for responsible mineral extraction. Market actors also showed interest in the creation of an
initiative that decreases the problems of mineral extraction in areas affected by conflicts stating
that they saw potential in the better development of due diligence schemes. However, the due
diligence scheme for the extraction sector should be developed in such a way that it would
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become less difficult for market actors to excerises supply chain due diligence in their lengthy
and complex global supply chains which involve a high number of economic operators that are
insufficiently aware or unconcerned with corporate responsibility issues (European Parliament
[EP], 2017).
The EU responded to these requests with the establishment of the CMR in 2017. The goal is
to break the nexus between conflict and illegal exploitation of minerals to guarantee peace,
development, and stability for the communities around the extraction site and to reduce human
right abuses. The EU considers the prevention of financing armed groups and security forces
as significant in reducing the contribution of European business activities to conflicts (factor 1).
Due diligence schemes are helpful in gaining insights on how corporations possibly contribute
to conflict and its adverse impacts, as well as the transparency they offer to generate public
trust in the business practices of EU companies and to assess their performance. The CMR
covers EU importers of minerals and metals, as well as smelters and refiners that import and
process the minerals (EP, 2017). All these actors are further upstream in the supply chain as
importers of the minerals do not necessarily need to be the extractor of it. However, since the
origin of the minerals is of great importance to determine whether the EU business practices
are contributing to the conflict, this regulation also indirectly covers downstream companies.
Furthermore, it is important to note that tin, tantalum, tungsten and their ores, and gold are the
only minerals covered by this regulation (EP, 2017). The EU explains the focus on these
minerals and the exclusion of others as sensible due to the fact that those four minerals are
most often linked to armed conflicts and human right abuses (EC, 2020e). For the European
energy transition, this mainly means that this law is not covering most of the minerals
necessary for the production of renewable energy sources and the techniques for energy
storage. It is, however, mentioned that when in the future it is proven that more minerals
significantly contribute to conflicts, the list of minerals included in the law can be expended
(EC, 2020e).
A regulatory approach instead of voluntary initiatives requires the involvement of multiple
actors. Not only market actors are responsible for compliance with the law, also European
member states have an important role the play in ensuring uniform compliance of EU
importers, smelters and refiners. Member states are responsible for appropriate check and
assessment mechanisms to measure whether corporations met the legal requirements and in
case of failure the member states need to establish the rules to infrigement (factor 3 & 5) (EP,
2017). Moreover, the EU as the overarching political organisation has the responsibility to help
set the conditions for implementation and provide financial assistance and political
commitment to conflict-affected and high-risk areas where the minerals are extracted. Lastly,
the EC and the EP need to monitor their own progress and the effectiveness of the CMR and
come up with legislative proposals and further mandatory measures (EP, 2017). In the CMR
the responsibility for dealing with conflict-related impacts of business activities is thus, unlike
other EU strategies, shared by market actors and governmental actors at national and
international level, which requires the constant interaction and the formation of strong networks
between these actors (factor 4 & additional factor).
The CMR entered into force on 1 January 2021 to give to European market actors enough time
to adapt their business practices to the new requirements the EU developed in 2017 (EC,
2020e). As a result of the recent adoptation of this law, it is difficult to draw conclusions about
its effectiveness. Yet, some aspects of this regulation can offer insights on the potential impact
of the use of coercive mechanisms for the EU. The CMR contains clear and relevant
information on what the EU expects from importers in relation to management system
obligations, risk management obligations, disclosure obligations, and third-party audit
obligations. The same can be said about the paragraphs on the obligation for member states
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to check importers and to share and exchange information with the EU. As Aaronson (2003)
showed a clear definition of corporate responsibiltiy, a clear statement of the division of tasks
and who is in charge of a strategy are of great importance for determining the succes of the
developed policies. She also mentions that monitoring the progress and effectiveness of
governmental programs and acting upon the feedback is necessary for a governmental actor
to reach a reduction in negative impact caused by market actors (Aaronson, 2003). The fact
that the EU determines this to be a key task for themselves shows that the CMR complies with
three of the characterstics of an effective governmental tool for corporate responsibility.
Unfortunately, there are some aspects of the CMR that make it possible to question whether
the regulation will function properly. The first problem might be caused by the guideliness for
supply chain due diligence schemes to which the corporations falling under the scope of the
CMR need to apply. In the 2017 regulation, it is specified that the EC “shall prepare non-binding
guideliness in the form of a handbook for economic operators, explaining how best to apply
the criteria for the identification of conflict-affected and high-risk areas” (EP, 2017, p. 14). On
the information page on the CMR websites to relevant documents on due diligence can be
found, including a guideline for non-financial reporting that was developed later in 2017 and is
seen as the guide that can also be used by corporations falling under the CMR (EC, 2020e).
The due diligence system outlined in that document looks quite similar to the reporting criteria
of the EBHR and EMAS combined. Here too, corporations need to provide a description of
their business model; policies on due diligence and its outcomes; principle risks and
management of their business activities; key performance indicators; thematic aspects of their
businesses, including environmental matters, social and employee matters, respect for human
rights, anti-corruption and bribery matters; and their supply chain specific matters (EC, 2017).
The guidelines on non-financial reporting is not specifically targeted at the extraction sector
and is thus not explaining criteria for conflict affected minerals as was promised by the
Commission. Under supply chain specific matters, it is shortly mentioned that companies
dealing with conflict minerals “are expected to disclose KPI [key performance indicators]
relating to the nature and bumber of risks identified, the measures taken to prevent and
mitigate these risks; and to how the company has strengthened its due diligence efforts over
time” (EC, 2017, p. 18). This vague formulation of additional factors extraction companies
should look into puts into question whether this due diligence scheme pays attention to the
concerns of market actors voiced earlier in the process and truly helps them with addressing
human right and conflict-related issues.
The second difficulty with the CMR concerns the infringement procedure for non-compliance
with the regulation (factor 3). On the one hand, it is stated that member states of the EU should
have the right to develop the rules applicable to infringement, but on the other hand, it is quite
unclear whether EU member states are imediately allowed to act upon the established rules
when corporations fail to take the requirements of the CMR into account. It can be read that
until the 2023 review of the regulation by the EC, the member states are allowed to point out
the inconsistency of corporations in their implementation process and assist corporation in
dealing with the challenges they experience. During the 2023 review procedure the EC will
decide whether member states should get authoritiy to impose penalties on importers that
constantly fail to comply with the requirements (EP, 2017). This makes clear that even though,
in principle, regulation is more coercive and should almost automatically lead to enough
incentives for corporations to follow the priorities of the EU, a lack of disincentives for noncompliance might also disencourage corporations to work consistently on reducing negative
externalities of their business activities. The future should therefore provide more clarity on
whether the European pathway of using regulation as a form to force corporations into become
more sustainable and just will be successful when these essential elements are missing.
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5.2 Applying the success factors of the UK to the EU case study
Section 5.1 outlined the policies and guidelines the EU developed to encourage corporations
to take responsibility for certain issues in their supply chain. The 2011 CSR strategy and the
2008 RMI, which was adapted by the 2020 CRMR, provided background information on what
the EU considers to be important value chain issues to address and their specific ideas for the
mining industry that plays an important role in the energy transition of the EGD. The EBHR,
EMAS and CMR are the outcomes of these visions. This part of the chapter will examine which
of the factors identified in the UK case study can be recognised in these three initiatives and
whether the presence – or lack – of these factors might explain the limited potential of the
current EU policies.
The first factor identified by Aaronson (2003) is to develop a clear definition on corporate
responsibility. Similar to the UK initiatives, the issues corporations should take responsibility
for are clearly identified in the EBHR, EMAS and CMR. This is especially important in the
European case since the overall definition of CSR as outlined in the 2011 CSR strategy is open
for interpretation due to the constant changes of the EU on the concepts of corporate
responsibility and sustainability.
The second factor of Aaronson (2003) is that one agency or department should be in charge
of the policies and strategies related to CSR. As can be seen in Figure 6, which schematically
displays the performance of the EU and UK and the success factors, the EU performance on
factor 2 is rather poor. Due to the overlap between the tasks of different organisations at the
EU level, in combination with the additional problem of interconnectedness of European
policies, it is often unclear to whom corporations should respond. Taking the EBHR as an
example, the document often refers to the Action plan on Human Rights and Democracy in
which the responsibility for developing CSR strategies and trade and investment policies is
shared between the EU, EEAS, EC, European Council and member states. Furthermore, the
EBHR is also refering to other European documents and regulations – and even international
guidelines the EU promotes – that might be relevant for corporations interested in reducing
negative externalities of their business practices. The multitude of documents and involved
organisations does not offer clarity to corporations on whom to approach for specific programs
and who they should report to. This can reduce the likelihood that corporations want to
participate in the initiatives and make important changes in their supply chains.
The third factor of Aaronson (2003) is the presence of (dis)incentives to encourage
participation and sustainable and responsible behaviour. As can be seen in Figure 6, EMAS is
the only initiative that performs well on this factor. The initiative gives certain administrative,
legal and financial benefits to membership corporations and uses the withdrawal of the
company from the membership list at EMAS website and the prohibition of the continues use
of the EMAS logo as disincentives to force compliance. In contrast, the EBHR does not contain
clear measures to deal with corporations that are participating in the strategies but fail to
comply with all the requirements. This can also be recognised in the CMR in which it remains
unclear whether the EU member states have the possibility to punish corporations that do not
comply with the law until the year 2023. There is also no clarity on what the measures against
non-compliance will be or who is going to be responsible for giving the punishments after this
period: the EU or member states.
In the British case study, it was questionable if the fourth factor of Aaronson (2003) could truly
say something about the effectiveness of a governmental approach to global CSR as the
performance of the British initiatives on this factor differed greatly. Also in the EU case study,
the performance on governmental progress and behaviour is low. This does not necessarily
mean that this factor is not relevant in explaining the effectiveness of governmental policies.
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Figure 6: Performance of UK and EU initiatives on the factors of Aaronson
(Green = factor present; orange = factor present to a certain extent; red = factor could not be recognised)
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The analysis in this thesis only shows that the UK and EU are almost not including this factor
in their approaches. So far, the EU initiatives lack governmental responsibility – except from
one paragraph in the EMAS about public procurement of the EU member states. In the EGD,
it is mentioned that the EU itself should pay more attention to public procurement of sustainable
products and services as well as to sustainable investment and trade (EC, 2019b). One way
to follow up on this commitment could thus be to incorporate this factor from Aaronson (2003)
in future policy making. As can be seen in Figure 6, the additional factor interaction between
actors is also not present in the EU documents, except from the CMR. The interaction between
market, societal and governmental actors led to the development of the CMR. However,
continious interaction between the three spheres to implement the regulation and force
compliance cannot be observed. Improving on Aaronson’s factor four might also contribute to
the participtory norm, since the combination of responsibility for market and governmental
actors requires interaction between both groups.
The fifth factor of Aaronson (2003) relates to the assessment of the strategies and policies.
EMAS and CMR both require annual progress reports on the progress of corporate behaviour,
while the EBHR mentions no criteria for how often due diligence should be performed and to
whom should be reported. The CMR goes a step further and follows the UK initiatives in
including regular assessment procedures for the regulation itself in order to redesign the CMR
when necessary.
Finally, the performance of the EU on the additional factor – disclosure of information – should
be discuused. In the 2011 CSR strategy the disclosure of non-financial information and the
exchange of it are seen as critical tools for increasing transparency and accountability. This
ambition is realised by EMAS where environmental progress reports are available for the
general public through the companies own channels and networks as well as the European
websites and archives. Also in the CMR, due diligence reporting is key to comply with the law,
yet from the document analysis it did not become clear whether the reports should be made
available to the public or only need to be presented to the European institutions responsible
for evaluating compliance. Since the UK applied information disclosure to their policies for the
extraction sector specifically, this factor might offer good opportunities for the management of
adverse supply chain externalities for the European energy transition.
In conclusion, the EU scores relatively less on five of the seven factors that were identified as
success factors in the UK case study. EMAS is the oldest initiative of the three discussed in
this chapter and also seems to include more of the success factors than the other two
strategies. This can explain why Withford and Provost (2019) come to the conclusion that in
most EU member states EMAS functions quite well to improve the environmental performance
of European corporations. Since EBHR and CMR both are in place since 2021, little can be
said about their actual performance. However, based on their scores on the success factors,
their future effectiveness can be questioned.
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6. Conclusion and discussion
This last chapter will start with answering the research questions of this thesis. Second, a
reflection on the research approach and its strengths and limitiations to contribute to the
existing scientific knowledge on sustainable transformations will be given. Finally, based on
the reflection, recommendations for future research are made.
6.1 Findings and societal relevance
This research used a document analysis of CSR initiatives of the UK and EU to perform theory
testing at two stages aimed at answering the following research question: What factors played
a critical role in the development of the UK’s successful chain responsibility policies since 1997
and to what extent can these factors currently be recognised in the European policies and
institutional framework guiding the energy transition of the EGD that lack successful standards
for chain responsibility?
In order to answer this main question, four sub questions were designed. For the UK case
study it was important to examine how the successful chain responsibility policies came into
being and developed over time. Furthermore, for each of the initiatives it was relevant to find
an answer to the possible opportunities and constraints that can explain the effectiveness of
UK policies. The assessment of UK strategies revealed that effective CSR policies were
developed after the UK government started to use CSR as a foreign policy tool to reduce the
negative global impacts of British businesses. In cooperation with societal and market actors,
the UK government developed the ETI, EITI and VPI and still remains active in each of these
successful initiatives. In order to find an answer on the effectiveness of the three UK initiatives,
the factors of Aaronson (2003) were used to see if her factors could offer an explanation. The
UK assessment showed that the following four factors could be recognised in all the initiatives:
1) a clear definition of what corporations need to take responsibility for was provided; 2) one
agency was in charge of the initiatives; 3) (dis)incentives for participation and compliance were
in place; and 5) regular assessment of corporate progress and effectiveness of the initiative
was performed. Factor 4) benchmarking of governmental progress and responsible behaviour
could be recognised in the EITI, partly in the VPI, but not in the ETI. Which points out that for
the extraction sector factor 4 seems to be more relevant than for other economic sectors. The
factors identified by Aaronson (2003) proved to be useful, however, the assessment pointed
to two additional factors for explaining the effectiveness of UK policies. Public disclosure of
information to increase accountability and continuous interaction between actors from the
establishment of the initiatives are also key factors explaining the UK’s success.
After it was established that the factors of Aaronson (2003) partly explain the effectiveness of
the UK governmental approach and that with the additional factors of information disclosure
and interaction a more complete explanation could be offered, the EU initiatives were
assessed. For the second stage of theory testing, it was important to answer the two other sub
questions. First, the current policies and guidelines created to foster chain responsibility
relevant to the energy sector had to be determined. The EU created a vision on CSR and the
extraction sector more specifically (RMI and CRMR) that should guide corporations that want
to comply with sustainability and justice goals. The EBHR, EMAS and CMR were defined as
the initiatives adhering to the EGD’s vision for the energy sector. Second, an explanation of
why these initiatives were – or are potentially – less effective had to be found. The driving
factors of the UK were applied to the EU case to determine whether those factors are present
and whether their absence can offer an explanation for the lack of successful EU policies. The
assessment of the EU revealed that one factor of Aaronson could be recognised in all the
initiatives: 1) a clear definition of what corporations need to take responsibility for. Moreover,
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the EU is including the additional factor of information disclosure in all their initiatives, however,
it is unclear whether the information should be disclosed to the general public or only to the
assessment committee. Additionally, EMAS included factor 3) (dis)incentives for participation
and compliance; and CMR included factor 5) regular assessment of progress of corporations
and effectiveness of the initiative. The performance of the initiatives on the other factors of
Aaronson (2003) and the additional factor of the continuous interaction between actors was
poor as the factors were lacking or being only partly completed.
All in all, the assessment of both case studies showed the relevance of Aaronson’s (2003)
success factors in explaining the effectiveness of chain responsibility initiatives. If her model
would be expanded to also include information disclosure and the continuous interaction
between actors governing a transition, this theory might cover the critical factors that played a
role in the development of the UK’s successful governmental strategy, especially for the mining
industry. The assessment, furthermore, showed that many of the success factors cannot be
recognised in the European less effective policies guiding the EGD. Based on this outcome, it
seems that strategies that include more success factors tend to be able to address negative
impacts of business activities better. This shows that chain responsibility strategies have the
potential to reduce the global impacts of the EU energy transition, however, the EU needs to
make adaptations to their current strategies if they truly want to decrease mineral conflicts or
other adverse impacts of the energy transition.
6.2 Reflection on scientific contributions
The scientific aim of this research was to gain a better understanding of how sustainable social
transformations can be facilitated by offering insights on its effective management by
governmental actors. Sustainable social transformations require different governance tools
and new forms of cooperation between several actors to achieve the agreed goals. The
success factors determined in this research to be influential in explaining the effectiveness of
UK strategies provide insights on what successful cooperation to reduce adverse sustainability
and justice impacts could look like. Successful management of the energy transition is
dependent on reaching the point of stability in a network when all the involved actors comply
with the rules, play the role they are expected to play, and also stay committed to the goals for
a long period of time. The results of this research show that the likelihood social transitions
take place increases when most of the seven factors are present in the relationship between
governmental and market actors. It, thus, provides policy makers with a kind of guide on how
to increase the success of their initiatives. The implication is that the outcome of social
transitions is somehow predictable and can be planned. This is in contradiction with the
complexity of social transformations. Here, it is the idea that fundamental change is a longterm and large scale project for which there is no clear plan, instead it results from a
combination of events. This thesis is more able to draw conclusions on the governance of
transitions and less on the complexity of sustainable transformations. It can only be mentioned
that if enough transitions of key economic sectors are managed in accordance with the success
factors and are aimed at the same goal of reaching sustainability and justice, these incremental
changes might lead a society towards a full transformation.
This research, however, identified a factor that can complicate such a transformation. The
existing policies of both the UK and the EU tend to focus on social, economic or environmental
issues instead of the combination of the three. The strict division between policies focussing
on a single issues complicates a change towards sustainability and justice. The current policies
help market actors to contribute to justice and the reduction of their social impacts, but less to
reach environmental objectives and become more sustainable. When new governance
arrangements aiming for a sustainable social transformation do not incorporate this dual goal,
it is more difficult for cooperations to change their behaviour in accordance with the overall aim
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of a transformation. If the EU wants to successfully achieve the transformation outlined in the
EGD, a future task might be to develop policies that incorporate the goals of sustainability and
justice.
Another aim of this research was to look into the role and abilities of multi-level governance
institutions in achieving social transitions. The assessments in this research showed that the
EU has, so far, not been able to create effective policies that can support transitions and an
attempt was made to see whether Aaronson’s (2003) and the two additional factors could
explain the lack of succes. However, one has to be careful with drawing conclusions on
whether these factors determine the succes of the EU similar to how it determines the success
of national governmental actors. First, even though this research used UK initiatives with an
international character, this does not mean that they are one to one comparable with the EU.
Countries and international corporations that join UK initiatives are still voluntarily choosing to
participate based on their own interests and strategies. In contrast, most EU strategies are
arranged around economic benefits for the Union as this link with economic objectives is the
only way for the EU to enforce policies and strategies upon other actors. This means that
member states do not have a free choice to join a particular initiative based on if it fits their
interests. Second, in the past years, the EU lost some legitimacy as a regional political
organisation and is now searching for ways to regain it. Sustainability and justice are concepts
often discussed in public debates and especially sustainability is currently popular amongst
European citizens. Therefore, the EU is trying to reorientate the focus of the EU from purely
economic goals towards the combination of economic, environmental and social objectives
(Jordan & Adelle, 2013). They see the development of CSR initiatives and related policies as
a way to increase European cohesion and regain legitimacy. The reasons for the EU to start a
social transition in which the development of CSR strategies is of great importance is, thus,
very different from the foreign policy priorities that led the UK to develop CSR strategies. In
turn, the internal goal the EU aims to achieve in addition to the social transformation can
demand different roles from a multi-level institution in comparison with national actors that
focus on external objectives. Third, the assessments of the UK was based on voluntary
initiatives, while the EU assessment consisted out of two voluntary initiatives and one
regulation, the CMR. This means that the success factors of Aaronson (2003) were tested and
proved to be useful for explaining the effectiveness of voluntary initiatives. Drawing
conclusions on whether the lack of the seven factors explains the potential of the CMR is
therefore difficult considering how forcing compliance to regulation is organised differently than
to non-legally binding initiatives.
Lastly, an important note has to be made that the factors identified in this research are not
necessarily the only factors that can explain the success of the UK and the failure of the EU,
nor that the success factors will be able to explain effectiveness in the future since contextual
factors continue to change. For example, all initiatives in this research date from before the
2016 Brexit. When the UK was still part of the EU, the country was actively involved in the
development of EU CSR strategies. Since the UK developed effective policies, lacking a
strategic partner with experience in successfully influencing corporate behaviour might
complicate the process of creating effective EU policies. On the other hand, the UK focussed
primarily on the establishment of voluntary initiatives, while the EU recently developed a
regulatory mechanism for the extraction sector which might fit EU insititutional characteristics
better. The break with the UK might offer the opportunity to use regulation more frequently in
the future. However, it can be that success factors for regulation are different from the ones
identified in this research. The Brexit might also affect the UK initiatives. If the EU will develop
a more regulatory approach to encourage CSR and continues to focus on the importers of
products and services to the EU – as is the case with the CMR – this will impact British
companies. UK corporations then have to comply with national UK criteria and EU regulation
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for responsible business practices. Complying to regulation is a step all market actors need to
take, but when this puts a burden on corporations in terms of adminstration and monitoring
their supply chain, the likelihood that they will join additional voluntary initiatives can decrease.
The analysis in this research can only identify why the UK has been successful in fostering
global CSR until the Brexit, yet, whether the identified success factors are enough to guarantee
future effectiveness depends amongst other things on the type of strategies that will be
developed by other actors.
6.3 Future research recommendations
Based on some of the limitations of this research in drawing firm conclusions on the effective
management of social transitions, future research can be done to discover whether the
identified factors are relevant for explaining the success of policies in other empirical cases.
Studies should especially aim to discover whether the factors are applicable to regional
governmental organisations or whether additional factors prove to be more useful for
explaining the effectiveness of strategies developed by multi-level governance institutes.
Furthermore, this research mainly contributed to a better understanding of the success factors
for voluntary initiatives. Considering the opportunity for the EU to also create regulatory
approaches, more research can be done about how the effectiveness of regulation can be
determined and whether the regulatory approach can function at the European level. A final
area where more knowledge needs to be gained on, is how to combine social, economic and
environmental objectives into policies to achieve the current visions on sustainable social
transformations. This will help to determine which direction the EU – and other actors aiming
for fundamental change of society – need to take to become more sustainable and globally
just.
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